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ABSTRACT 

USE OF LITERATURE IN UNDERSTANDING THE 
TRANSFORMATION OF DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE: CASE OF 

ISTANBUL BETWEEN 1908 AND 1950 

Domestic architecture is tightly related with socio-cultural changes and 

transformations within the society. However collecting data about the social relations of 

a previous period in which the witnesses and the solid materials are not available is a 

difficult task. Literature may be a useful source at this point, in order to reach data about 

a period which not much has remained. Especially novels involve literary spaces 

reflecting the details of daily life which usually takes place in the house. 

The need for such study was determined after analysing the Turkish housing 

history. It was noticed that the architectural historians have usually mentioned about the 

physical, economic or politic factors which affected and shaped the housing but the 

social relations were usually dismissed. One of the essential targets of this study is to 

reveal these social relations which have an important role on house design.  

In order to trace the transformation of domestic architecture, five novels in 

Turkish Literature have been analysed. These novels have been selected by non-random 

sampling method. Space is specified as Istanbul and the time interval is determined as 

years between 1908 and 1950, when socio-cultural changes in the society accelerated. 

 Some social relations which shaped and transformed the housing have been 

revealed by analysing and interpreting the chosen literary texts. Information provided 

from the literary texts and the previous knowledge gained from the written housing 

histories altogether creates a whole giving a comprehensive perspective to the housing 

subject.

Keywords: Literature and Architecture, Literary Space, Domestic Architecture, 

Housing Architecture, Housing History, Transformation in Housing Architecture, 

Interdisciplinary study. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Space is created within social relation networks and especially domestic 

architecture which is tightly related with daily life is a social product for it is affected by 

the social changes besides architectural trends (Lefebvre 1991). Social changes and 

transformations in a society a micro-scale 

version of a society. In other words, house has parallel features with the society so 

observing the house is a micro scaled analysis of a society .

There is no single explanation to answer how forms of the dwellings are created. 

Social, cultural, ritual, economic and physical factors all together have impact on form. 

Especially the socio-cultural aspects have a primary stress. Examining the values or 

preferences of a society gives many clues about the transformation in the housing 

because the rapid or steady changes in such aspects also change the dwellings in time 

(Rapoport 1969).Lawrence by looking from the opposite side claims that houses include 

a set of social values and the changes in the typology or form is a clue of a social 

change or development in the society (Lawrence 1985).  

Every factor that affects the individual, also affects the house. With the change 

of the user profiles the user preferences also change which reshapes their environment. 

With the effect of Westernisation and individualisation, new life styles started to take 

place inside the houses. The previous era in which the patriarchal system was prevail 

loaded unequal gender roles to the individuals and caused discriminations upon spaces 

such as the house being labelled as feminine while the public spaces were accepted as 

masculine. In time, parallel to the changes in gender roles, education level of women 

and proportion of the paid labour force, this discrimination started to fade away. These 

events transformed the family structure because the role of the women within the 

society is closely related with the family structure. 
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1.1. Problem Definition 

The Literature of Turkish housing history has usually dismissed the social 

relations attached to the house. In fact, it should be noted that the user of the house and 

his/her social relations are tightly related with the house design. It is obvious that the 

society has a deep role upon the life-style of an individual so the role of the society 

upon housing architecture cannot be underestimated. But gathering information about 

the social relations of the past is a hard task as the witnesses and the physical proofs of a 

certain period usually do not exist. 

1.2. Need for the Study 

Housing history is a discipline which traces the transformation of the dwellings 

from the start of the humankind until now. The literature of Turkish housing history 

gives clues to understand the transformation in domestic architecture but the technical, 

economic and stylistic changes are frequently mentioned, while the social relations are 

usually dismissed. Every historian has a focus point, some explains the transformation 

upon economic conditions while other mentions about the political changes and legal 

regulations. For example, 

sometimes misleading to reflect the feature of the period, because applying the 

regulations to real life can sometimes be difficult and it usually takes time. Tanyeli 

underlines the fact that the practice is different from the theory and states that the

governors are not the only shapers of the cities, because the individuals sometimes 

disobey the rules for different reasons, they can sometimes find new solutions and 

prefer to apply them instead of the legal regulations (Tanyeli 2005). 

Historicist approach, which is the tendency to regard historical development as 

the most basic aspect of human existence, is usually preferred in the housing histories. 

But especially Ilhan Tekeli criticizes this approach for it is based on continuity which 

causes many problems. Writing housing history becomes nearly impossible because the 

whole parts of the chain are not available. Such continuity cannot be supplied because 

certain data are missing so the examiner ends up filling the gaps with his/her authority 

which may be seen to be a huge mistake. Instead of tracing the continuity, it is 
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important to analyse how and why such typologies has been created and which social 

factors has a role on it. Searching continuity will not be the essential approach while 

dealing with housing but understanding the conditions which leads the housing to 

transformation gives us the continuity.  

Thoughts of the Annales School have an important impact in adding the social 

disciplines into the history field. Annales 

d’Histoire Economique et Sociale  (Annuals of Economic and Social History) 

established by French historians Marc Bloch and Lucien Febvre. The thoughts of the 

school influenced the 20th century in which the history and social disciplines have 

started to be considered as a whole. Instead of analysing the actions of the power 

holders, the political or religious aspects their relation networks began to gain 

importance. In other words the history started to be involved with the society instead of 

being a discipline concerned with the events and the known rulers. Especially with the 

studies of Fernand Braudel, who was a French historian and a leader of the Annales 

School, the neglected history of the common people and their daily life gained priority. 

(Lec )

Amos Rapoport, who is an architect, academician and one of the founders of 

Environment-Behaviour Studies (EBS), prefers to analyse housing architecture upon 

social relations. His studies are especially related to the importance of culture in the 

built environment. His book “House Form and Culture” explains how the house forms 

are created upon these aspects. Rapoport lists five important aspects of the genre de vie

(kind of life) which affect built forms. Although all these aspects have variable 

definitions with different approaches, we may simplify and shortly define them as 

following; 

a. Some Basic Needs: The needs such as sitting, sleeping and cleaning. The behaviour 

of supplying the need is important then the activity itself. For example, eating is a 

common activity while eating and cooking habits (some of which are affected by 

religions etc.) vary from one society to another.

b. Family:  Family structure has an effect on form and varies in each society. 

Especially, the preference of polygamy and monogamy is an important aspect.  
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c. Position of Women: As well as being an aspect of the family system, it requires to be 

discussed exclusively. Privacy of the women is more important in some cultures and 

introvert house construction is a result of this aspect. 

d. The Need for Privacy: The way of producing privacy is an important aspect upon 

housing design. Separating the house from the street or neighbours is the result of a 

search for privacy. 

e. Social Intercourse: Meeting and building social relations is another factor which 

shapes the house.The habitat of the meeting and where it takes place is the affective 

factor rather than the meeting activity itself. 

Tekeli confirms and adds other aspects. He notes that 

considering all these factors together will help to comprehend the big picture. In order 

to describe and explain housing, he gives a list of ten variables to be analysed (Tekeli 

1996).

a. Physical Aspects: Housing and its physical aspects are considered as a cultural 

artefact; for example the typology, the size and the building quality of the house. 

b. Household Activities: The household activities and the house are considered as a 

whole. These activities are eating, sleeping, cleaning, entertaining etc. The necessary 

equipment and furniture for such activities are also taken into consideration. 

c. Settlement the Housing Creates: House is considered as a unit which comes 

together in order to create an urban pattern. 

d. External Relations of the House: These are the activities which determine the 

function of the house; for example the division between the workplace and the house or 

the division between private and public space. 

e. Social classification within the society: Social classifications determined by factors 

such as lifestyles or income levels also have an impact on housing design. 

f. Construction Material and Technology: This variable is related with the skills and 

knowledge of a society. 

g. Internal Relations of the House: The family structure, its composition and division 

of labour within the family are analysed under this title. 

h. Meanings and beliefs attached to the house: This aspect is related to the attribution 

of symbolic functions to housing. 
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i. The rules and customs of the society: The habits of a society which determines the 

rules and customs upon housing design. 

j. The legal regulations about housing and settlement: These are the formal 

regulations which are applied by the states. 

Housing design is created with all these factors together. Considering only one 

of these variables always remains incomplete in order to understand how the house is 

formed. Tracing the clues from daily life and analysing without determining a 

framework which will cause a prejudice may be helpful in answering the question how 

housing has developed throughout history.  

1.3. Assumptions and Limitations 

Totalitarian perspective in historical studies should be avoided because 

periodization in time and regionalization in space gives the opportunity to reach much 

more realistic results. In order to supply this, a particular time and space has been 

selected. The years between 1908 and 1950 is chosen to understand the effective change 

the housing went through. The start of this period is the year of the proclamation of 

constitutionalism which is the period when the changes in the society accelerated. The 

results of the Westernisation period which started in the Tanzimat era have started to 

give solid results. The impact of the transformations in the physical and social landscape 

of the city began to be observed in daily life. Especially freedom the women gained 

after the constitutionalism was effective in the transformation of the society which also 

means the transformation in housing. This was a milestone in which the apartments 

started to spread while the traditional housing faded away. After the World War I, an 

intense immigration movement began in 1923 and 1929 as a result of the barter. But any 

shortage ft with 

such events like population exchanges.  A new period began in Turkey during the mid 

20th century. Foreign capital and dependence to the outer world was the main 

characteristic of this period. Turkey once again started to integrate with the Western 

world. The trade and agriculture bourgeoisie took control of the country. After the 

, the housing problem became apparent with the accelerating migration 

movements which is caused by the mechanization in agriculture (Kuban 1998). The 
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intense and sudden migrations from villages to cities caused many social problems, 

housing being the first. This need for housing was answered with multi-storeyed 

buildings and squatter s house. The apartments of this period differed from its early 

examples, because they were no longer a sign of prestige and symbol of a modern 

lifestyle. 

The first examples of the apartment typology were seen in the second half of the 

19th century. Especially family apartments were raised in the places once the mansions 

were located. These were the apartments belonging to one extended family which each 

nuclear family lived in each floor. The enacted law of property ownership (kat mülkiyeti 

yasas ) in 1965 accelerated the construction of the multi-storied buildings. It became 

affordable for more people so it was no longer the place for the wealthy families. They 

were built to solve the housing  This is the reason for 

not taking the apartments built after 1950 into consideration within the scope of this 

study. 

Istanbul is chosen as the main space of the study as it represented the urban 

lifestyle of the Ottoman society in a century when rural life was prevalent. Life styles 

and consequently housing standards in Istanbul were very different from the rest of 

Anatolia(Toker and Toker 2003). It is known that Istanbul is one of the oldest cities 

which include physical layers from various times. During the Ottoman period, the 

citizens did not have an institutional contribution to the creation of the city which lasted 

till the 20th century. In old regimes, the ruler was the absolute decision maker over the 

city, however Istanbul was a unique example because there wa  class, 

a clergy class or a municipal system. That is why Istanbul may be seen to be a creation 

of the autocratic regime and the informal creations of the citizens. Big molecules are 

created by the autocratic regime while the citizens produce their own atoms which were 

created during an organic process. This dialectic formation was dominant in Istanbul. 

There was also a great contrast between the public structure and the residential 

buildings. The public constructions were huge and splendid while the houses were 

described as one-story adobe houses by the 16th century voyagers. There are theses 

claiming that the house typologies were created in Istanbul and spread to the rest of the 

country. Even if this is a controversial hypothesis, it is true that Istanbul once had an 

important role in the countr  architectural profile (B .
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The reason for considering mansion, kiosk and waterside as equivalent forms is 

that these traditional houses have common features. There are few aspects which 

differentiate them. Mansion is distinguished from the ordinary house with its size, status 

of its owner, the articulation and its ornament; while the Kiosk is a summer resident 

built in a large garden and Waterside is the residences by the sea.  Budak 

1997) Even if their location and seasons of usage are different, the social relations 

around them are usually common. These social relations are the main subject of this 

study, so considering all three types of houses as traditional house is appropriate.  

Tracing the social life of a certain era may be difficult, especially if the solid 

clues are not available. Literary sources, especially the novels, may be helpful in this 

point, because they mainly involve the interactions among the people in their daily 

lives. This is the main reason for analysing the novels in order to gain information about 

the social life of a certain era. As for sure, there are dozens of novels, specifying the 

ones with rich information is a special occasion. To reduce the time spending to find the 

appropriate novels amongst the hundreds, the book written by Handan Inci has been 

very helpful. 

ent of Mimar Sinan 

University of Fine A Roman ve Mekan/ Türk Roman nda Ev (2003)”

(Novel and Space / House in Turkish Novel) she tries to trace the social changes and 

h is described as a micro-scale version of the 

society. The chosen novels approximately represents the period between 1870 and 1970. 

The selection criterion was to choose the novels which mainly focused on the housing 

problem. According to these limitations, fifty-eight novels have been chosen and 

between the mansion and the apartment; the first represents the traditional era while the 

latter represents the modern times. The chosen period and the topic are parallel with this 

study; thus choosing the novels among these fifty-eight novels are appropriate in order 

to gain time. 
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Table 1.1.List of the novels mentioned in Roman ve Mekan/ Türk Roman nda Ev.”

No Novel Author 
Cities 

Mainly 
Mentioned 

Mentioned 
Period 

Spaces 
Mainly 

Mentioned 
Subject  

1 Akile Istanbul 1950
(Published in 
1958)

Mansion -
Apartment 

The cultural changes in the 
society are mentioned in a 
neighbourhood which 
involves different house 
typologies. 

2 Anahtar Refik Halit Karay Istanbul After the 
Proclamation of 
Republic  
(Published in 
1947) 

Waterfront 
Residence 

Modern Family life is 
mentioned upon Kenan-
Perihan couple. 

3 Ankara  Yakup Kadri Ankara The years of 
Turkish 
Independence 
war
(Published in 
1934) 

Apartment- Three different terms of 
Ankara is mentioned.

4 Araba Recaizade Mamud 
Ekrem

Istanbul 
Period
(Published in 
1898) 

Mansion- 
Kiosk

Misunderstood 
Westernisation

5 -
Memnu 

Halid Ziya Istanbul End of the 19th

Century
(Published in 
1900) 

Kiosk- 
Waterfront 

Story of a secret affair 

6
Esendal

Ankara The first years 
of the Republic 
(Published in 
1934) 

Apartment Collective life in a new 
house typology 

7 Aylak 
Adam

Istanbul 1950
(Published in 
1959) 

Apartment A Flaneur tying to find his 
true love

8 Aylaklar Melih Cevdet Anday Istanbul After the 
constitutionalis
m until the 
proclaim of the  
Republic
(Published in 
1965) 

Mansion-
Kiosk-
Apartment 

A demolition of a mansion 

9 Biz 
Insanlar 

Peyami Safa Istanbul Period of 
Armistice
(Published in 
1959) 

Waterfront Conflict between the east 
and west cultures.

10 Bu Bizim Refik Halit Karay Istanbul 1946-1947 
(Published in 
1950)

Mansion-
Kiosk-
Waterfront 

The disappearance of the 
traditions, The problem 
people faces which cannot 
adapt the new lifestyle.  

11 Canan Peyami Safa Istanbul Westernisation 
Period 
(Published in 
1925) 

Kiosk-
Waterfront Two families with opposite 

lifestyles.

12 Cevdet 
Bey ve 

Orhan Pamuk Istanbul Between 1905-
1970 (Published 
in 1982) 

Mansion-
Apartment 

Three generations of a 
family

13 
aki Hisar

Istanbul From Tanzimat 
Quarter to the 
second 
constitutionalis
m(Published in 
1944) 

Kiosk The life story of 
V Efendi 

(Cont. on next page) 
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Table 1.1 (cont.). 

No Novel Author 
Cities 

Mainly 
Mentioned 

Mentioned 
Period 

Spaces 
Mainly 

Mentioned 
Subject  

14 

Geceleri 

Istanbul-
Germany

1970
(Published in 
1980) 

Autobiographic 

15 Damga Istanbul Just after the 
Second 
Constitutionalis
m (Published in 
1924) 

Mansion-
Kiosk

Struggles a young man 
faces for the sake of his 
love

16 
Ayna

Istanbul, 
Some villages 
of Izmit

After The  
Proclaim of 
Republic 
(Published in 
1954)

Apartment-
Village 
House

A journey from the village 
to the city

17 Mehmet Rauf Istanbul Published in 
1900 

Mansion-
Waterfront 

Love triangle 

18 Fatih-
Harbiye 

Peyami Safa Istanbul 
(Published in 
1931) 

Mansion-
Apartment 

Two districts with opposite 
features

19 Felatun 
Bey ile 

Efendi 

Ahmet Mithat 
Efendi

Istanbul Tanzimat 
Period
(Published 
in1875) 

Misunderstood 
westernisation

20 Halas Mehmet Rauf Izmir 1918-1921 
(Published in 
1929) 

Independence war  

21 Hayat Istanbul 1950-
1960(Published 
in 1963) 

Apartment A journey from the village 
to the city

22 
Gecesi

Yakup Kadri Istanbul 1908-1911 
(Published in 
1927) 

Mansion Turmoil during the 

23 Sabahattin Ali Istanbul Approximately 
1940
(Published in 
1940) 

Mansion Marriages without meeting 
each other and divorces. 

24 Refik Halid Karay Istanbul Just before and 
after the second 
proclamation 
(1908)
(Published in 
1920) 

Mansion-
Waterfront-
Apartment 

Two periods are compared 

25 Ahmet Mithat 
Efendi

Istanbul 1897-1908 

Period 
(Published in 
1910) 

Mansion Westernisation, Love story 
and exiles

26 Karnaval Ahmet Mithat 
Efendi

Istanbul Last period of 
the Ottoman 
Empire
.(Published in 
1881 ) 

Mansion- Two opposite characters 
which are 
(European) and 
(Traditional)  are 
mentioned 

27 Kerim Istanbul From the 
Independence 
war until the 
first years of the 
Republic 
(Published in 
1958) 

Apartment- Story of a child who comes 
to Istanbul after his 

28 
Hayatlar 

Halit Ziya Istanbul Last period of 
the Ottoman 
Empire
(Published in
1901) 

Mansion Spread of degenerated 
Families

(Cont. on next page) 
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Table 1.1 (cont.). 

No Novel Author 

Cities 
Mainly 

Mentioned 
Mentioned 

Period 

Spaces 
Mainly 

Mentioned Subject  

29 -
mak

Ankara-
Zonguldak-
Istanbul

First Years of 
the Republic 
(Published in 
1946) 

Kiosk, Revenge of Seniha 

30 
Konak

Yakup Kadri Istanbul 1909-1915 
World War I 
(Published in 
1939) 

Mansion-
Apartment 

Debates between three 
generations. Collapse of a 
mansion 

31 Peyami Safa Istanbul World War I 
 (Published in 
1924) 

Kiosk-
Apartment 

Degeneration of the society 

32 Mahur 
Beste

Ahmet Hamdi Istanbul Periods of 
-

(Published in 
1975) 

Mansion-
Waterfront-
Kiosk

Impact of a changing 
civilisation

33 Mai ve 
Siyah

Istanbul Published in 
1897 

Kiosk The period is mentioned 
from the perspective of 
A.cemil. 

34 Miras 
Esendal

Istanbul A II 
Period(Publishe
d in 1925) 

Mansion-
Waterfront 

Problems while sharing the 
heritage

35 Miskinler 
Tekkesi 

Istanbul-Izmir From the 
A II 
Period until the 
Republic 
Years(Published 
in 1946) 

Mansion-
Waterfront 

A life story which starts in 
a mansion and ends 
begging in the streets.

36 Muhabbet Istanbul Written in 1928 
(Published in 
1928) 

Mansion Immoral women, 
superstitions

37 Nesl-i Ahir  Istanbul A II 
Period 
(Published in 
newspaper in 
1908-1909) 

Mansion-
Kiosk

The depressions of the new 
generation

38 
Yatmak 

Anatolia-
Ankara-
Istanbul 

1937-1968 
(Published in 
1973) 

Hotel Room The debate between the 
new generations towards 
the traditions. 

39 Panorama Yakup Kadri Ankara-
Istanbul

1923-1952 
(Published in 
1953)

Mansion-
Waterfront-
Apartment 

The period after the 
revolutions and the ones 
which have struggles to 
adapt it. 

40 Pertev Bey Istanbul-
Ankara

Mentions nearly 
a 50 years 
period which 
starts in 1912  

Mansion-
Kiosk-
Apartment 

The collapse of a mansion 
parallel to the collapse of 
the Empire 

41 Saatleri 
Ayarlama 

Ahmet Hamdi Istanbul Starts in the 
Late 19th

Century Until 
the Middle of 
the 20th

Century(Publish
ed in 1962) 

Mansion-
Apartment 

Changes with the 
modernisation process. 
Degeneration.

42 Sahnenin 

r

Ahmet Hamdi Istanbul 1920-1921 
(Published in 
1973)

Waterfront It is underlined that the 
ones in Istanbul are out of 
the scene while Anatolia 
while is the real scene. 

43 Istanbul Published 
in1888 and 
mentions about 
the 19th century 

Mansion Westernisation in Ottoman 
Society

44 Sevda Halide Ed Istanbul First years of 
the 20th century 
 (Published in 
1959) 

Waterfront-
Mansion-
Apartment 

Numune is adopted in a 
palace after she lost her 
family in a fire.

(Cont. on next page) 
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Table 1.1 (cont.). 

No Novel Author 
Cities 

Mainly 
Mentioned 

Mentioned 
Period 

Spaces 
Mainly 

Mentioned 
Subject  

45 Sinekli 
Bakkal

Istanbul A II 
Period
(Published in 
1936) 

Mansion-
Waterfront 

Life stories of people in a 
neighbourhood during 

46 Sodom ve 
Gomore 

Yakup Kadri Istanbul 1921 
(Published in 
1928) 

Waterfront-
Mansion-
Apartment 

Adoration towards the west  

47 Sonsuz Istanbul End of the 
World War II 
 (1944 )
(Published in 
1946) 

Apartment The changes upon the role 
of the women within the 
society.

48 Peyami Safa Istanbul-
Anatolia

Just after the 
World War I 
(Published in 
1922)

Kiosk Misunderstood 
westernisation. Debate 
between the ones in 
Istanbul and the new 
arrivals from Anatolia 

49 Sultan 
Hamid

Istanbul Just before and 
after 1908  
(Published in 
1947) 

Mansion-
Waterfront 

The panorama of the 
period reflected upon the 
love of Nimet efik  

50 Istanbul Written in 1901 
(Published in 
1911) 

Misunderstood 
westernisation

51 Ahmet Mithat 
Efendi

Istanbul Written in 1895  
(Published in 
1895) 

Mansion -

52 Poyraz 
Village

Transition 
period from 
Empire to 
Republic
(Published in 
1939) 

Kiosk-
Waterfront 

Lives of poor people in a 
village

53 Tehlikeli 
Oyunlar 

Istanbul After the period 
mentioned in 
the book 
Tutunamayanl

ar
(Published in 
1973) 

Apartment Journey of Hikmet Benol 
who abandons the place he 
lives and moves in to a 
slum 

54 Tutunama
yanlar

Istanbul-
Ankara

Life Story of 
characters born 
in 1930
(Published in 
1972) 

Apartment Events are less mentioned 
for it is based on the 
characters.

55 Mithat Cemal 
Kuntay

Istanbul The period of 

constitutionalis
m and armistice 
(Published in 
1938) 

Mansion-
Waterfront 

Reveals under which 
conditions the Ottoman 
Empire has collapsed 

56 Yaprak Istanbul World War I 
 (Published in 
1930) 

Debate between 
generations

57 
Ucuna 
Yolculuk 

Various 
Countries

Starts in1983 
and remembers 
the past.
(Published in 
1984) 

autobiographic 

58 Zaniyeler Selahattin Enis Istanbul World War I 
(Published in 
1943) 

Mansion-
Kiosk-
Apartment 

The moral collapse of the 
society
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The novels which mention about Istanbul in the period between 1908 and 1950 

are chosen among these fifty-eight novels. After this elimination, the novels are reduced 

to the ones which mainly deal with mansion, waterfront, kiosk and apartment. It was 

noticed that some of these novels involved these spaces but the given information and 

the relations attached to the house were very weak so the ones which considered 

housing as a problem were preferred. At the end of the selection, five novels have been 

chosen: stanbul’un ç yüzü (Interior Face of Istanbul), Kiral k Konak (Mansion for 

Rent), Akile Han m Soka  (Miss Akile Street), Aylaklar (Idlers) and Cevdet Bey ve 

O ullar  (Mr. Cevdet and His Sons). These five novels include mansion-apartment 

dialectic and compare these two types with their physical and social aspects. 

1.4. Methodology 

The creation and transformation of domestic architecture cannot be explained 

only with  creates a social network around itself. This mutual 

communication will be examined in this study basing on the relationship between text 

and architecture. Data selected from the texts will be evaluated in order to reveal the 

networks around space. 
 

Edward Hall defines literature as a key helping people learn how space is perceived 

To examine what literature can offer for architecture is one of the first 

and most vital stages of this study. All kinds of written sources are important references 

in terms of shedding light on history and culture of humanity. With this in mind, it is the 

aim of the study to see how to benefit from this new field. 

As a method in the study, first of all, the importance of interdisciplinary study 

has been underlined and literature is chosen as the database of interdisciplinary study. 

When the literary works of a period are examined, it is possible to obtain information on 

many fields, from historical events to habits of the society. To narrow the scope of the 

study a certain literary source, which is novel, and a certain subject, which is domestic 

architecture, has been specified. 
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Subjectivity is one of the most important factors that make architecture a product 

of art that prevents architecture being formulated like other sciences. However, for this 

reason, it is extremely difficult to grasp the architectural information. Novel which is 

also a subjective creation may help to understand some relations and how individuals 

perceived architectural spaces. So the method will be to examine the attributions among 

space given from the individual and the society from the literary sources. What is 

proposed in this study is to capture a relation, a situation, which is overlooked by 

architectural history rather than achieving an analytical conclusion. 

The relationship between text-architecture and what can be obtained from text / 

literature is examined and this is applied through five novels, the clues which are 

attached to domestic architecture are revealed. What is important here is the idea of 

transformation and interpretation, which is the attempt of a new and different study to 

export and use the word other than pure architectural discourse. This study is an 

example to verify this thought.  

The novels are analysed basing on ten aspects that Ilhan Tekeli has suggested in 

order to analyse the factors which shaped the domestic architecture. These aspects are: 

Physical aspects, household activities, settlement the housing creates, external relations 

of the house, classification within the society, construction material and technology, 

internal relations of the house, meanings and beliefs attached to the house, the rules and 

customs of the society, the legal regulations about housing and settlement. These 

aspects were taken into consideration in order to evaluate and interpret the literary 

source with architectural concepts. 

1.5. Structure of Thesis 

In chapter two the relation between literature and architecture is discussed while 

the importance of interdisciplinary study is underlined. The techniques of a textual 

analyse has been given with an example. The studies that refer to the relation between 

architecture and literature in Turkish and worldwide literature has been mentioned. 

Chapter three aims to clarify the focus point of the literature of Turkish housing 

history. Brief information about the writers and their main works related with the 

housing topic has been given. Varied perspectives of each historiographer has been 
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analysed and their focus points have been revealed. The fourth chapter involves five 

case studies. Each book has been analysed with the scope of Ilhan Tekel

and a checklist has been produced in order to give a general outlook. Examples from 

real life corresponding to the ones mentioned in the novels have also been given (Table 

1.2.). These examples were specified according to the construction date, location and 

usage of the building. The fifth and last section contains the concluding remarks, how 

the results will help filling the gaps in the housing history is underlined and comments 

for the future studies have been discussed. 

Table 1.2. Real life examples corresponding to the houses mentioned in the novels. 

Novel Literary  Space Example from Real 

Life

Konak in 

(Fatih)

Mansion 

 Apartment 

Konak in Cihangir Mansion in 

Konak in Laleli (Fatih) Selim Bey Mansion 

Zarifi Apartment 

Aylaklar Kiosk 

Kiosk 

Tevfik Tura Apartment 

Cevdet Bey ve Mansion 

Melek Apartment 
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CHAPTER 2 

RELATION BETWEEN LITERATURE AND 
ARCHITECTURE 

Urban space consists of different physical, cultural and sociological layers which 

are produced throughout the lifetime of individuals. There are some codes 

corresponding to these physical, cultural and sociological features which identify the 

city. The codes inevitably have effects on how the city is perceived and can sometimes 

show themselves in a facade of a building, in maps or in the media environments. Codes 

persist with the help of the language which is assumed to be an important tool in 

building collective memory of societies .

Collective memory is the memory of a social group which is constructed with 

narratives and traditions. It keeps its members together and passes from one generation 

Halbwachs although Emile Durkheim is the constructor of the idea. Durkheim claims 

that societies require continuity and connection with the past to preserve social unity. 

He underlines the effects of religions in transmitting the beliefs, norms and their 

contributions to collective memory (Durkheim 1995). Halbwachs came forward with 

the idea that all individual memories are constructed with social institutions (Halbwachs 

1992).

The literature based on language reflects this collective memory and reveals 

transformations and turning points of a certain era as well as giving us some clues about 

codes and references of a certain period and connotations which any space includes. 

Literature strengthens the relation between coll

2007).

There are two ways literature gets involved with architecture. First, with its own 

literary s

space is the narrated space of the novel. Although literary spaces which are fictional 

 they resemble it and include the probable 

scenes of the real-life. So, we can say that the characteristics of literary spaces are 

usually parallel with the characteristics of real-life spaces. Secondly, literature depicts 
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the architectural spaces which already exist. It represents these spaces with its own 

tools. The way architecture gets involved in the field of literature is a new event. This is 

recreating the spaces with the tools of architecture which has already been created in the 

literature .

, the term Hegel used which 

 to comprehend (Hegel 1812-1816). Every discipline on its own 

can only manage to understand one perspective of the Zeitgeist. As the space is not the 

essential matter for the novelists, they are concerned with the relation between the 

character and the space instead of describing its physical features. This can give us 

some evidences about the spirit of the related space. Architecture may give us some 

clues about 

and techniques. To be able to see the big picture interdisciplinary work is inevitable. 

2.1.  Importance of Interdisciplinary Study 

Philosopher Gaston Bachelard claims that when each discipline examines history 

with its own norms and concepts, two types of history occur, 

,

because some aspects are disregarded while others are over-emphasized. In order to 

fully understand a certain period interdisciplinary studies have gained a momentum in 

the recent years (Bachelard 1996).  

Architecture took advantage of many fields for a long time, for example; Le 

Corbusier as an artist and a carver used his talents in his works. But these attempts have 

been limited with the disciplines which are in an indirect relationship with architecture. 

This approach ended up with works repeating itself. As architecture is predominantly 

concerned with humankind considered to be a complex living-being, it is required to 

benefit from all kind of sources linked with human beings to be able to answer this 

complexity. Architecture requires an interdisciplinary analysis, especially nowadays 

because the population and their needs increase in time and this inevitably directs 

architects to other fields. In Europe, architecture is accepted as a discipline which 

requires cooperation with other disciplines, but in our country this has been lately 

realized. Disciplines being in an indirect relationship with architecture may be also 
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studied but including the unrelated disciplines can add a new perspective to both of the 

fields . The architect who benefits from the other disciplines can widen 

his/her perspective. 

Literature is one of these disciplines from which the architecture can benefit 

according to Stephane Mallarme, who is a well known French poet. Literature is in the 

intersection space of all other disciplines. Literary theorist and philosopher Julia 

Kristeva adds the statement that there is no discipline that can transfer human mind as 

much as literature.  2008, 6-8). Understanding how space was perceived in 

previous times may be possible for the world was once more homogenized than today.

In a modern world the society gained a heterogenic structure which contains many 

contradictions simultaneously. So the written information gains importance in order to 

understand the productions of such era. For example, to understand the Waterfall House 

designed by Frank Lyod Wright, reading the writings of the designer is necessary. From 

this perspective we may say that Architectural History can benefit extensively from 

literature. Documents which include architectural drawings can only give information 

about the physical features of the mentioned structure. 

Architecture has an interdisciplinary structure. It uses the contents of such 

disciplines as physics, mathematics and sociology and transforms it into a product. It 

may be possible to offer a new language and enrich architecture by enriching this 

ground used for transforming knowledge into space. The purpose of this study, discuss 

how architecture, which has an interdisciplinary structure, may benefit from literature. 

2.2. Novel as a Representative of Daily life 

Edward T. Hall who brought new meanings to space describes literature as a key 

which helps to understand how the individual perceives space. As an individual is the 

user of space, understanding the way s/he perceives space is an important matter in 

order to solve some recent problems (Hall 1966). We can especially take advantage 

from the novels in order to understand how the users perceived, gave meaning and 

consumed these architectural products 2007). Novel 

represents the individual with its surrounding because it is impossible to isolate the 

individual from the society s/he belongs to. This builds up strong relations between the 
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society and the novel; this is what makes the novel an acceptable source for social 

2003) The architectural products on its own are not enough to understand 

the reflection of a certain process such as Westernization. 

Novel was first introduced to Europe in the second half of the 18th century, when 

the history witnessed the rise of the bourgeoisie class. This type of literature was the 

result of individualization triggered by events like the Industrial Revolution, Capitalism 

and re-organization of the classes. 

Turkish novel started to be written in the late 19th century in a chaotic period 

which may have forced the novels to go beyond telling a story and to share social and 

political ideas. Turkish novel has usually focused on social problems from its start to the 

recent years. Leading the society and finding solutions to social problems has been one 

of the aims 2003).

Novel itself was considered as a representative of modernity because Turkey had 

met this new genre during the Tanzimat period which was heavily influenced by 

Western values. First, the Western novels were translated by the reformists of the 

Tanzimat period. With their attempts, the Turkish Literature got westernized. They also 

used this new genre as a tool to educate and canalize the society. This gave a political 

identity to the novels of Tanzimat; hence focusing only on Tanzimat novels may be 

2007). 

The characters of the Tanzimat novels were usually based on dilemmas such as 

Alafranga-Alaturca, modern-traditional and good-bad. The misunderstood 

westernization became the main subject. After the proclamation of the Turkish 

Republic, to promote the modernization project appropriate themes were chosen 

accordingly. The characters of novels were mostly the educated versus uneducated 

2007).The reactions of the social actors against the events are other clues to be 

extracted from novels. 

The Ottoman Architecture and the Tanzimat novels shared parallel thoughts in 

which they carried same ideological targets such as westernization and nationalism. 

After 1930s, the didactic approach decreased. Ideology of the Servet-i Fünun authors 

conflicted with the governors. As a result of this struggle, the works became 

individualised and diverted to the issues 2007).
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From the Tanzimat period to the 1950s, the Turkish Literature and the Turkish 

Architecture shared the specific features of the ideological atmosphere. After the middle 

of the 20th century, the individuals are the ones which are focused on and the spaces are 

mentioned with their realistic physical features. Literature gradually became modern 

and with the end of the Early Republican Period the architecture and the literature both 

became auto 2007).  

2.3.  Analysis of Literary Texts 

How to read and interpret a text or which criteria to choose while analysing a 

text is a special occasion because collecting data should be conducted by a specific 

method instead of a random approach. Approaching the text in the light of certain 

theories and methods will bring objectivity to the examination 

Especially reading and analyzing multidimensional texts such as the literature texts 

should be based on a scientific basis. We may say that 

fictional activity based on theoretical baseline 

Although literary texts have a fictional nature they make important contributions 

to the development of human thought system. The reader tries to establish a relationship 

between what is described in the text and what is in real life. In literature the real-life 

people and events are not transmitted as they are, the author re-arranges them in his/her 

own way. This requires a critical look while analysing a literature text 

2007). The analyser also has to fill in the gaps left by the author. This could be done by 

taking the whole text into consideration as well as by making detailed reading.  

Tzvetan Todorov, who is a historian, philosopher and structuralist literary critic, 

claims that there are three traditional approaches in literature studies which are 

In the first approach the analyse 

goes beyond the work to the writer, society or other perceptions such as psychological 

or sociological criticism. In the second approach which is the explanatory commentary 

the work itself is the focus point and it is tried to be explained with its own tools. The 

latter approach named poetics aims to comprehend the general principles that arise in 

the work.  
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Berna Moran classifies literary theories and theories of criticism according to 

four elements that play a role in the existence of a literary text: Artist, Artefact, Reader, 

Society. When the approach of Moran and Todorov is taken into consideration text 

analysis may be generalised in three groups: First tries to explain the literary work with 

the data of other disciplines such as history, psychology, sociology, etc. Second, which 

is influenced by structuralism emerged in the 60s, examines the work with its own 

internal conditions such as: Literary Pragmatics, Russian Formalism, Narratology, 

Literary Semiotics, etc.  Third is the reader-oriented approach such as Emotional Impact 

Theory and Reception aesthetics  2005). 

David Silverman claims that it is possible to use the research methods of an 

ethnographer when making a textual analysis. It is possible to list the questions that 

relate to the study as follows: How is the text written? who wrote the text; the text is 

read for what purposes or in which conditions; what can be saved from the text, what 

can be removed from the text, and what does the reader need to know to make sense of 

the text? (Silverman 1993).

Zeynep Tuna Ultav in her doctoral thesis Reading J. G. Ballard In The 

Intersection Of Architecture And Science Fiction Literature  tries to answer these 

questions while analysing the books of James Graham Ballard. She tries to explain in 

which conditions the book was written and the factors which shaped the period are 

underlined. Secondly the author s identity, his literary stance and the things which had 

influenced him has been answered. A specific purpose for the reading is not defined, 

because the text of the study is literary and does not refer to a clear audience. The fourth 

question is answered by examining each source one by one and the categories of 

meaning are generated. The micro and macro structure of the text is tried to be revealed. 

To answer the fifth question, it is assumed that the prior knowledge that is necessary for 

the reader to create meaning for such study is within the architectural discourse. 

Therefore, in order to create meaning, it is important to scan this area primarily.  

As we can see there are many different approaches and methods to analyse a 

literary text. It is also possible to use more than one method simultaneously. For 

example, we may analyse the events in a novel with a historical perspective while 

analysing the characters from the psychological point of view. What is important here is 
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that this analysis should not be arbitrary; there should be a certain method which 

includes consistency .

2.4. The Studies that refer to the Relation between Architecture and 
Literature in Worldwide Literature 

There are many studies referring to the relation between architecture and 

literature in worldwide literature. Some of them will be mentioned briefly in this 

section. First example is the Architecture and Modern Literature written by 

David Spurr. In his book Spurr interprets the architectural forms in modern literature. 

He puts forward how the meanings created in architecture and literature intersects with 

each other. Spurr underlines the similarities of architecture and defines architecture as 

an art of building while literature as an art of written language. One gives a concrete 

form, while the other gives a symbolic form to the world. They are both unlimited 

disciplines which can also put them together. Spurr defines these two disciplines as art 

and claims that we all want to know the meaning of the artwork (Spurr 2012). He traces 

the instances in which architecture and modern literature come together in order to 

construct bridges between the two art forms.

One way of reading literature with architecture is to study representation of one 

art by the other. While the architectural representation of literary is rare the opposite is 

widespread .The literary representations of architectural forms are frequently mentioned 

in order to point out the intersection between the two disciplines. 

 may be given as an example (Spurr 

2012).

Carel Bertram in his book Imagining the Turkish House: Collective Visions of 

Home he frequently gives examples from the literature in order to understand the 

Kiral k 

Konak s the characters from the 

novels to be able to construct his/her idea upon the transformation from the Ottoman 

house to the s Fatih-Harbiye

Bertram gives in his book. He claims that the Turkish House still lives on visual and 

textual memory image. 
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Literature and Architecture in Early Modern 

England (2013)

from the late 16thand 17thcentury by using new analyses of texts by a diverse set of 

authors. Histories, dramas, poems, diaries and architectural treatises which cite about 

the built environment are involved.   

The texts Myers considered are united by two distinctive qualities; first, all point 

to features of a real built environment that existed outside their pages and the second, all 

use those features as a means of telling stories.  

2.5. The Studies that refer to the Relation between Architecture and 
Literature in Turkish Literature 

Building a relation between Literature and Architecture became common in 

His main aim in his studies is to figure out 

there are three kinds of literary sources that can be referred while dealing with 

a

the known architects about the architectural spaces. The ones who write with 

architectural discourse can involve prejudice and may end up with repeating itself. This 

will decrease the reliability of the mentioned data. Analysing the writers from a non-

architectural field can give some interesting conclusions. Second sources are the ones 

created unconsciously by an ordinary individual who is unaware of the principles of the 

related field. The last sources are created by the novelists and narrators who are not 

concerned with architecture. These are the people who have special talents in observing 

the society. Authors are also an expert in using the opportunities the language provides. 

The latter source can sometimes be more reliable, 

conscious interpretations, so it can be accepted as an original knowledge to be 

interpreted. Sometimes this kind of sources can include other interpretations relying on 

bias like ideology and beliefs; yet this gives a clue about the feature of the period. 

Trying to understand the reasons of such interpretations can also be helpful to perceive 
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isolated from his/her surrounding as it is an indispensable part of him/her. 

As the space is not the essential matter for the novelists they are concerned with 

the relation between the character and the space instead of describing the physical 

feature of it. This can give us some evidences about the spirit of the related space. 

Another reason which makes this secondary source convenient is that it is easy to be 

reached while the physical structure is mostly impossible to be observed because most 

a chance to interview with the people from the 

p

interaction between the individuals and the space. So, the study will remain incomplete 

without supporting it with literary sources 1982).

Mimarl k Edebiyat li kileri Üzerine Bir Deneme An essay on the 

relationship between architecture and literature) 

theses in order to start a discussion and prove 

should benefit from languag

authors who are not in the architectural discipline and their works not written with 

nsan-Mekan li kileri ve Kafka Human-space 

association and Kafka) analyses the books written by Kafka in order to give solid 

examples to prove his discourse and tries to show the validity of the method. He 

chooses the books which are convenient with the subject and brings architectural 

interpretations to the mentioned places. What he is actually doing is to bring new 

interpretations to the interpretations of Kafka. 

which was to build a relationship between literature 

and architecture is similar to the ones done earlier between the social sciences and 

literature. The chosen work is analysed with an architectural perspective and the parts 

which give clues for architectural theory and architectural practice have been underlined 

thus how the architecture can benefit from these parts is tried to be revealed. Instead of 

an amateur approach a certain method should be defined before starting the study.
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Edebiyatta Mimarl k  (Architecture in Literature) prepared by 

 tries to understand  the problems our 

cities face in the recent years from the cultural perspective and asks how an architect or 

a city planner can consciously understand the city without reading the book such as 

Be  ehir  (five cities) They claim that the 

architects without any spiritual depth and cultural background cannot produce valuable 

works. Novels include many architectural components to equip architects far more than 

being mere technical personnel. Architecture specialises with the feature of involving 

arts inside it. These works may provide creativity, consciousness and vision to the 

architect. 

Roman ve Mekan/ Türk Roman nda Ev (2003)”,

a micro scaled version of the society for the changes happened in the house is parallel to 

the society. The novels she chose approximately represents the period between 1870 

and 1970. The date to consideration. The selection 

criterion is to choose the novels which mainly focus on housing problem. Fifty-eight 

novels have been analysed in this context. She underlines that most of the novels 

include the debate between mansion and apartment; the first representing the traditional 

and the latter representing the modern. 

Istanbul’da Konak Hayat  ve Konak Mimarisi 

:Samiha Ayverdi’nin Ibrahim Efendi Kona  Kitab  Üzerinden Mimari Okumalar

(Mansion life and mansion architecture in Istanbul: Architectural readings upon Samiha 

 traces the historical period and the 

Ibrahim Efendi Kona ” is written in a 

memoirs format so it involves spaces from real life which the author once experienced. 

The descriptions supplied from the novel gives clues about the typical features of the 

houses of the late period of the Ottoman Empire. The aim is to reflect the mansions and 

the life inside it. 

Another thesis which refers to literature in architecture is Kafkaesk Mekan: 

Franz Kafka Edebiyat  Üzerinden Mekan Okumalar ”( Kafkaesque Space: Space 

, written by which underlines 

the relation between architecture and text. She tries to clarify how Kafka creates spaces 

like exactly they are and what his motive
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space as if it swallows people, makes them loose their way and let them feel lost 

somewhere behind the walls not remembering that they are holding a novel in their 

hand.

I  Reading of the Late 19th Century Istanbul Public Life and 

Space through Tanzimat Novels , traces the public side of the 

transformations which happened after the Tanzimat charter has been analysed. How the 

public spaces were perceived in twenty-one novels was studied. Her aim was to analyze 

the relation between the public spaces of Istanbul and the spatial practices depicted in 

the novels. Especially, the social classes and gender differences have been underlined 

throughout the thesis. 

Beyhan Bolak in her the Constructed Space in Literature as Represented in 

Novels, A Case Study: The Black Book by Orhan Pamuk

concretizes through experience is argued upon the novel of Orhan Pamuk. She criticizes 

es in literature.  

Ali Mahdizadeh analyses how space is perceived in literary text in his thesis 

The Dialectic of Literary Text and Space: Blind Owl Novel of Sadeq Hedayet . He tries 

to understand how space was studied, designed and expressed. The novel n Blind 

Owl” was chosen for it is one of the important works in the Iranian modern literature. 

The surrealistic structure and style of the novel have been analysed. Other works of the 

same author have also been taken into consideration. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 PRIMARY SOURCES OF DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE 
IN TURKISH ARCHITECTURAL HISTORIOGRAPHY 

The housing history in Turkey has been written with varied perspectives. These 

different viewpoints will be analysed in this chapter and later on the deficiencies of 

them w

historiography. 

Some of the basic works of the masters of housing issue have been selected and 

their approaches to the subject have been focused. Brief information about the historians 

and their main works related with the housing topic has been added as well. Each view 

point has been grouped under four groups: The ones which focus on the morphological 

features create the first group while the economic based studies are the second. Third 

group is the ones based on the political events and the last is created by basing on social 

relations. 

It is apparent that including every aspect to one study may not be possible but 

totally disregarding the social relation networks is the criticized point. It should also be 

noted that the following analysts may have mention many aspects than claimed but 

these are information given with one or two sentences. Their main approaches will be 

taken into consideration. 

It is worth to note that there are other names beside the mentioned historians, 

focused on domestic architecture are taken into consideration. 

3.1. Morphology as an aspect to trace the transformation in Domestic 
Architecture 

The historians mentioned under this title have grouped the houses in a 

chronological order basing on their physical features. This was a common approach in 
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traditional historiography. Certain typologies were determined and their evolution was 

described upon their morphologic aspects. 

One of these historians is  (1908-1988) who was an architect, 

academician and an architectural historian. Eldem completed his primary education 

abroad and graduated from the Sanayi-i Nefise School which was the only institution 

teaching architecture at that time. He continued his education in Paris and Berlin with 

the scholarship he gained. Eldem focused on the housing issue, especially the traditional 

houses, and got the opportunity of analysing the works of Corbusier, Perret and Poelzig 

thoughts. Later on, 

of Ernst Egli. He aimed to attract attention to the national civil and anonymous 

products. He analysed the characteristics of the past architectural products in order to 

advance his own designs. His aim was to reuse the traditional elements with rational and 

functional approaches. A new architectural movement in Turkey started with the 

influence of his studies (Aysel 2008, 82-106).  

After he came to Turkey, Eldem worked as an academician in the architecture 

department of the Academy of Fine Arts. He retired in 1978 after serving for 50 years 

and died in 1988. He wrote books especially on restoration, building survey and 

structure. The ones which give us clues about the housing history are; Türk Evi Plan 

Tipleri (1954)” (Plan Types of Turkish House), Türk Evi: Osmanli Dönemi I-II (1984-

1987)” (Turkish House: Ottoman Period I-II).

According to Eldem, the traditional house, which he preferred to name as the 

He utters about these periods in 

Türk Evi: Osmanli Dönemi I-II (1984-1987)” Türk Evi Plan Tipleri 

uses a morphologic method to determine each period. Eldem notes that 

these periods are valid for Istanbul and He starts the periodization from the 17th century 

First period starts from the beginning of the 17th century and continues until the 

start of the 18th century. He mentions about the general characteristics of the houses in 

this period. According to Eldem, these were houses with an outer hall which usually 

consisted of two storeys. Houses were placed on one corner of the plot and one facade 

opened to the south, while the other three facades were generally surrounded with stone 
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or adobe walls. These walls involved very few windows and there was no bay window. 

After the second half of the century, the number of windows and consoles increased. 

Symmetric two-arm staircases were placed in the centre of the sofa facade(Eldem 

1984).

Until the 18th century, the facade of a house was usually kept simple and plain. 

Houses got nearer to each other due to the overcrowded population and this event added 

a movement to the facades in order to get more light and spaciousness (Eldem 1954). 

Muradiye House in Bursa which belongs to 17th century is an example for the 

first period houses: 

Figure 3.1.Ground floor plan of Muradiye House. (Source: Eldem 1984, p.100) 

18th century houses are named as the second period houses which had emerged 

in order to answer the need of integrating domestic housing and its surroundings. 

Domestic life became externalised which means that the life inside the house was in an 

approach to open up to nature and the city.  
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Figure 3.2.First floor plan of Muradiye House. (Source: Eldem 1984, p.100) 

Figure 3.3. Section of Muradiye House. (Source: Eldem 1984, p.101) 
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Figure 3.4. Elevation of Muradiye House. (Source: Eldem 1984, p.101) 

The enlargement of the rooms and halls lightened the construction technique. 

Thick walls were abandoned, infill walls were preferred and this increased the usage of 

the bay window. The change in the plans showed itself in the placement of the rooms. 

Rooms were no more rowed in one direction; they were placed around the central hall. 

With the inclusion of the hall inside the house, a great variety of plans occurred. The 

strict placement was abandoned and this gave the opportunity for free plan 

arrangements. The rooms on the corner of the halls created new alternatives such as 

creating consoles on both facades. Houses used to consist of one facade but with these 

developments this number increased to four. Eldem defines this stage as the most 

developed form of the traditional house (Eldem 1984). 

The houses in the 19th century 

Before the 19th century, the domestic housing evolved slowly because changes 

in life such as the conditions of the house owners, construction techniques, aesthetic 

approaches and local regulations were very slow. The radical turn happened in the 19th

century (Eldem 1954). 
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Figure 3.5.18th century house; .(Source: Eldem 1984, p.154) 

Figure 3.6. Ground floor plan of .(Source: Eldem 1984, 

p.154)
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Figure 3.7. First floor plan of Pasha Mansion.(Source: Eldem 1984, p.154) 

Figure 3.8. Second floor plan of .(Source: Eldem 1984, 

p.154)
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Complex plans of the earlier types were simplified with the effect of Western 

architectural trends which produced plain facades avoiding consoles and insets. Baroque 

influence showed itself on the plans and a rectangular hall evolved towards an elliptical 

hall (Eldem 1984).Comfort became an indispensable part of life. To warm up easily, to 

repair a house easily became urgent so the sofa was included inside the house to avoid 

from the bad weather conditions (Eldem 1954). 

This radical turn firstly showed itself in the upper class. Structure became lighter 

and this gave the chance to widen the openings, as a result the spaces and the house got 

enlarged. It is important to note that these transformations 

architectural concerns; architecture was mostly interested with the interior and exterior 

decoration of the house (Eldem 1954). 

Figure 3.9.19thcentury house:Beylerbeyi asip Pasha. 

(Source: Eldem 1984,  p.227) 

The second historian to explain the transformation of domestic architecture upon 

morphologic aspects is . Kuban is an architectural historian who was born 

in Paris in 1926. He graduated from the Architecture Department of Istanbul Technical 

University in 1949 and went to Italy and studied Renaissance Architecture.
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Figure 3.10. Plan of Beylerbeyi asip Pasha 

(Source: Eldem1984, p.224) 

Figure 3.11. Section ofBeylerbeyi asip Pasha.  

(Source: Eldem1984, p.227) 
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Kuban received Professorship in 1965, and served in the Faculty of Architecture at 

Istanbul Technical University between 1974 and 1977. He is the founder and director of 

The Institute of Architectural History and Restoration at the Faculty of Architecture. He 

also took part as a member of the executive committee for the Aga Khan Award for 

Architecture. He has published numerous books and articles on Turkish, Islamic and 

Anatolian Architecture and Arts. (Biyografi n.d.) 

Among all of his works two of them are helpful to us in order to understand 

Türk Hayatl  Evi (1995)  (Turkish 

House with Hayat) Kent ve Mimarl k Üzerine Istanbul Yaz lar  (1998)  (Istanbul 

Writings upon City and Architecture). Kuban examines the morphologic features of the 

housing and considers the hayat (courtyard) as a basic element. Hayat is the courtyard 

of the house which is generally a central space.  Kuban mentions about the evolution of 

four periods:  

First . The 15th, 16th and 17th

centuries are included to this time interval. The houses of the 15th century were usually 

one storey. Two storey houses may also be seen while there was no evidence of any 

houses with three storeys. Row houses used to exist, some of which were surrounded 

with walls. There was a balcony type opening on the roofs named as cihannuma. Rubble 

stone and mud brick were used as the main construction material, while the balconies, 

consoles and roofs were wooden (Kuban 1998).

example for the 15th century houses (Figure: 3.14, Figure 3.15, Figure 3.16). 

With the rise of the Ottoman Empire, people became wealthy and two-storey 

houses became common in the 16th century. The service units were placed on the 

ground floor while sitting rooms were on the first floor. Usage of wood as a 

construction material increased at the end of this century. After the fires, this application 

built until the Republican era (Kuban 1998). 
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Figure 3.12.Ground floor plan of G house. (Source: Kuban 1995, p.52) 

Figure 3.13. G  house. 

(Source: Kuban 1995, p.52) 
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Figure 3.14. G house. 

(Source: Kuban 1995, p.52) 

House with an outer hall had existed in Istanbul as well as Anatolia before 17th

century but the evolvement from one sided cubic houses to more open forms started 

with the 17th century. We can assume that the console over the ground floor appeared in 

this century and some rooms started to open to the street (Kuban 1995).  

Figure 3.15. 17th century house: Plan of Manisa.

(Source: Kuban 1995, p.53)
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Figure 3.16. 17th century house: Elevation of 

(Source: Kuban 1995, p.53) 

With the 18th century, the 

but most of the features remained the same. This 

period is named as the classical period of the Hayat House. Ground floor was closed to 

the street, while rooms on the first floor extended over the ground floor towards the 

street. The multifunctional room involved units such as bathing cupboard, fire place, 

etc. Eating act was done in rooms by sitting on floor. (Kuban, 1998) Number of the 

rooms increased and they were placed around the hayat. U  form arrangement was 

chosen while placing the rooms around the hayat in order to increase the number of the 

rooms. This was the first step which led towards central planning. This classic plan 

existed until the World War II (Kuban 1995).  
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Figure 3.17. 18th century house: Ground floor plan of the house in .

(Source: Kuban 1995, p.56) 

Figure 3.18. 18th century house: First floor plan of the house in .

(Source: Kuban 1995, p.56) 
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Figure 3.19. 18th century house: Second floor plan of the house in .

(Source: Kuban 1995, p.56) 

A radical change happened in the 19th century and some forms such as semi- 

open galleries changed in the city houses. With the effect of the Western world and the 

palace tradition, large houses of Istanbul closed itself to the outside world with central 

lost its rural character and the hayat 

turned into a sofa. Main characteristics remained but features like eyvan (semi open 

space covered with a vault) disappeared. The house design with an inner hall which 

became certain was an appropriate type for the harem (section for women)-selam

(section for men) practice which 

corresponded to the mabeyn which was an intersection space (Kuban 1995). 

The houses of the 19thcentury kept the basic features of the traditional era, but 

they were also influenced by the Western world. At the time of Abdulhamit II, the plan 

type and ornamentation started to be imported from Europe. Borrowed styles were 

implicated at the end of the century Art Nouveau became a common style. The foreign 

architects or the architects from the minority groups were preferred. These led to the 

end of the traditional house (Kuban 1998). 
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The main characteristics of the houses of the late 18th and 19th century were still 

traditional but the physiognomy involved elements borrowed from the Europe 

architecture. This was the result of an eclectic approach which spread in the Ottoman 

society.  

In the 18th century, the new styles were integrated to our culture and interpreted 

with local approaches but in the 19th century, the styles were treated as import goods. 

They were applied without adding anything from our culture, so it ended up being a bad 

copy of its original (Kuban 1998). 

Figure 3.20. 19th century 

(Source: Kuban 1995, p.74) 

The traditional houses resisted to transformation until the housing typology and the 

building materials started to be imported from Europe. Most of the wealthy family 

houses were by foreign architects (1876-1908). The facades of the houses were adorned 

with mixture of neo-baroque, neo-classic, neo-gothic and finally art nouveau styles. The 

interactions during the war and the politic immigrants which came from Balkans 

fastened the internalising process of the new styles 
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Figure 3.21. 19th century house: Ground floor plan of 

(Source: Kuban 1995, p.74) 

Figure 3.22. 19th century house: 

(Source: Kuban 1995, p.74) 
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Minorities accepted this new fashion much quicker. For the educated class, to adopt 

these new styles were a sign of being modern. All these events created hybrid styles like 

local features added to Art Nouveau. As a result of all these changes, the traditional 

house came to its end (Kuban 1995). 

Window cages were out of use while the ground floor started to open itself to the 

street. A roof floor was added to the structure, balcony on the roof floor (cihannuma)

gained popularity. Although such transformations occurred, houses of the last period of 

the Ottoman Empire still remained unique. The old texture of the streets, bay windows 

and dimensional continuity provided this existence (Kuban 1995).               

In the last century of the Ottoman Empire the ground floor started to open up to 

the street; this raised the houses one or two stairs in order to avoid the living room to be 

seen from the street. Cage was abandoned while open balcony became common. 

Facades were decorated with eclectic motives (Kuban 1998).

The essential changes in the Republican period was the usage of wood which has 

decreased in time because of economic and legal reasons. A tradition faded away with 

this tendency. Only the Armenian, Greek craftsmen knew how to built masonry 

buildings, hence they could be regarded as the creators of the century. These buildings 

were shaped with the influence of cubic architecture. 

War II. Every neighbourhood used to involve different lifestyles, however today 

everything looks similar; the differences have faded away as a result of the immigration 

from rural to the urban area. This immigration has written a new history (Kuban 1998). 

3.2. Economy as generator of transformation of domestic architecture 

Some historians have grouped the houses in a chronological order basing on 

-2018) who graduated from the 

Architecture Department of Middle East Technical University in 1960. She received her 

doctorate degree in 1979 with her thesis titled "Early Republican Architecture(1923-
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Figure 3.23. Early 20th century house: Istanbul art nouveau house in Beylerbeyi. 

(Source: Kuban 1995, p.94) 
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Figure 3.24. Facade of the art nouveau house in Beylerbeyi. (Source: Kuban 1995, p.93) 

Architecture at Middle East Technical University until she retired in 2002. She 

especially intensified on Restoration and Architectural History.She was the founder of 

Architectural History Department in Middle East Technical University.  (First 

International Architecture Exhibition Website 2016) 

in her 

Erken Cumhuriyet Dönemi Mimarl ; 1923-1938 (1980) ( Architecture of the 

Early Republican Period;1923-1938). She tries to evaluate the architecture within the 

social, economic and cultural conditions. Economy is her primary context which 

determines the two periods she suggests. 

The buildings are considered in two groups; the ones for public use and housing. 

A catalogue has been prepared showing the buildings with the typical characteristic of 

the mentioned periods. 
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Years between 1923 and 1932 are named as the period of liberal economic 

policy. These were the years of economic shortages. Technological level was primitive 

and production was insufficient. Legal regulations took place to encourage the 

foreigners. The cultural contact with the Western world increased in the 1930s. The 

World Economic Depression became a factor in the acceptance of etatism. Second 

period is named as the state-backed economic period and it corresponds to the time 

interval between 1932 and 1938. 

In her book, the classification within the society is described while the cultural 

aims which created the architectural tendencies have been underlined. How the housing 

was affected by the economic shortages and the legal regulations of the state have been 

mentioned as well. Examples of the typical houses of this period have been listed. The 

effective styles, some physical features and materials have been explained very shortly. 

lu 2010). 

 is mainly focused on the economic events and this approach is also 

seen in the way she describes the social structure. The classes creating the society are 

based on economic factors and considered more important than the social relations. 

How the legal regulations effect this classification is another issue which she 

emphasizes. 

The works of the foreign and Turkish architects are given while the architectural 

tendencies are described. The events which prepared the Second National Movement 

are another issue mentioned. Turkish architects are mostly 

active in housing architecture. Types of houses existed in this period are described with 

their physical forms and components. To which class they serve is stated. The housing 

regulations and its effects have been discussed, which determine many physical features 

such as the height of the dwelling, distance between two blocks and even the colour of 

the facade. There are detailed information about the structural system and the materials 

used in each type.  

in the field of housing history. Sey was born 

in 1936 and graduated from the Architecture Department of The Istanbul Technical 

University in 1960. She received Doctorate Degree in 1966 and became a professor in 

1980, in Istanbul Technical University. She worked in MIT (1968), University of 

Kentucky (1967-1968), University of Sheffield (1972-1973), and Carnegie Mellon 
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University (1986) as a guest academician. She continues working as a manager at the 

Institute of Social Sciences in Istanbul Technical University (Official Website of 

Istanbul Technical University n.d.) 

She especially studies issues such as housing costs and construction systems in 

mass housing. Her Cumhuriyet Döneminde Konut  (Housing in Republican 

Period) in the book she edited "75 Y lda De i en Kent ve Mimarl k (1998)" (City and 

Architecture Changing in 75 Years), 

issue. This book consists of articles written by many specialists. 

She explains the transformation of residential architecture in Turkey within the 

scope of housing policies which is related with the economic conditions. She starts with 

explaining why she started with the Republican Period by noting that there was no 

specific housing policy in the Ottoman Empire. After giving brief information about the 

second half of the 19th century, which was under the effect of Westernization, she 

examines the housing architecture in three periods (Sey 1998) . 

First period is titled as the years of limited budget (1923-1950). For some 

reasons such as the conditions of the period and the limited budget, housing problem 

became a secondary issue for the government. The results of the war and constructing a 

new capital increased the need for housing; hence the government encouraged private 

enterprise. Some regulations and attempts have taken place in this period but these 

Although there was not an effective progress in the production of housing, the 

government was aware of its importance. Such attempts like building factories in order 

to produce construction materials give us some information about this approach. As the 

general aim of the new state was to serve the citizens, the housing became an important 

subject for the architects. Some architects who were affected by the west trends tried to 

produce rational and functional cheap houses for the citizens with low income. Mass 

production was suggested to solve the housing problem but these attempts remained as 

ideas while the apartments were erected in the cities. Inadequate housing caused an 

increase in the rents; this led to an increase in cooperatives. In short, there has not been 

a significant rise in housing architecture but conceptual improvements have happened. 

The state and the architects started to be aware of the housing problem. 
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Second period is named as the years of liberal economy policies (1950-1980). 

Liberal economy policies caused rapid and unplanned urbanization which caused a 

housing problem. The government remained insufficient in replying the housing need of 

the immigrants who came from the rural areas. Consequently people tried to solve their 

need for shelter with their own possibilities. 

Luxurious apartments were built for the new bourgeoisie class, 

house spread for the low-income class. These two contradictory constructions had a 

huge gap between them with the quality of life they offer. The regulations to avoid this 

situation remained inadequate. 

The third and last period is defined as the years of neo-liberal economy policies 

(after 1980s).The essential change in this period was the withdrawal of the private 

enterprise from the market. Cooperates took the place of private attempts and the 

solution for the housing problem was found in mass housing. The neo-liberal economy 

policies after the 1980s dismissed the need of poor and aimed only to revive the 

construction sector. 

3.3. Policy as a transformative agent of domestic architecture 

Following historians have grouped the houses in a chronological order basing on 

political factors and housing policies. First historian is Afife Batur who is an architect, 

academician and a writer born in Adana in 1935. She graduated from the Architecture 

Department in Istanbul Technical University in 1959.  in fourth 

class and 

interested in history since she met Professor Paolo Verzone . She 

states her gratitude to Prof. Verzone she began to realize that the buildings and the 

physical environments all have their own life (msxlabs 2010).  In 1960, she was 

appointed as an Assistant to the Faculty of Architecture in Istanbul Technical 

University, Chair of History of Architecture and Restoration. With the advice of 

Professor Verzone, she continued her education in Torino /Italy, where she studied 

conservation and restoration. Her doctorate thesis is about the relation of 

Arch/Structure-Form in Ottoman Mosques. When we look at her publications, we can 

see that she usually worked on the 19th century Ottoman architecture, the 20th century 

Turkish Architecture, Art Nouveau, Orientalism etc. She used to work in architecture 
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department of Istanbul Technical University as a Professor and taught architectural 

history until her recent death in 2018. 

She usually studied upon the physical features of architecture, her aim was to 

conserve and reconstruct the buildings. This tendency changed after meeting Professor 

Gebhardin. He oriented her to the late period of Ottoman Architecture. In the beginning, 

Batur based her works on the structural problems of the building and its surroundings 

architectural events in thi

Modern architecture and art was in a rise while many of the other fields faced 

decadence. This viewpoint provided her a different perspective of examining 

architectural history. 

A concise History: Architecture in Turkey During The 20th

Century(2005)”, Batur especially analyzes the philosophical and material conditions of 

the Republican Period. She mentions about the building trends, ideology and design 

problems as well as the important architects and their works. The war is an important 

element in the creation of each chapter. This book was written in a dual perspective, the 

social necessities are in one hand and the forms, concepts on the other. After briefly 

mentioning the conditions of the Ottoman Empire, during the beginning of the 20th

century, the Republican Period has been analysed within the scope of physical and 

social conditions.

Batur analyses 20th century with five periods. She names the first period as the

foundation years (1923-1939)  which is a period of establishment and 

institutionalization in architecture besides many other fields. The transition from the 

Ottoman Empire to a national state occurs in this period. The period years between 1923 

and 1928 involves reparation of the ruins and reestablishment. There were no important 

construction activities during the first five years except from some attempts in Ankara 

which occurred with the influence of National Architecture Movement. Social housing 

was one of the essential matters in residential architecture but building the new capital 

and vital constructions such as sanitary, education and industrial buildings were 

prior(Batur 2005). Years between 1929 and 1938 is defined as a modernist term and it is 

divided into three phases. The first phase (1932-1933) of the modernist period included 
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meeting and experiencing the modern thought. Residential construction was more 

common than public structure. Characteristics of such buildings as follows:

The house plan was determined according to the usage instead of trying to fit in a 

square or rectangular shape. 

Circular plan started to be preferred 

Usage of the room became specialized.  

Plans were still based upon the sofa (hall) which was not only a passage area. 

Service units were grouped together.  

Strip windows and corner windows became common. 

Terraces took the place of roof and eaves. 

Reinforced concrete became prevail. 

The second phase (1933-1938) of the modernist period started with Seyfi Arkan 

inning the international Project contest for this gave the chance 

for the Turkish Architects to prove themselves. The first women architects joined the 

field. There was a specific and coherent design approach in this period. Characteristics 

of the housing architecture in this phase were as follows: 

Functionalist design was preferred and this approach schematised the apartments. 

Circular plan loosed its popularity and the rectangular shapes with rounded corners 

were preferred instead. 

Sofa still existed. 

Continuous balconies or wide verandas along the facade became popular. 

Terrace roof became common. 

There was a formal repertoire such as strip windows, rounded corners, horizontal 

solids dividing the floors and continuous windowsills. 

In the third phase (1937-1938) the modernist architecture lost its effect. The 

beginning of this period was the result of an international project contest for the TBMM 

buildings. The winning projects influenced the others. The features of the previous 

symmetry became a preferred design concern especially in public buildings. An 
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approach parallel to the German Classism was prevalent. The modernist approach of the 

1930s continued its affect on residential architecture, especially on apartments. The only 

difference was abandoning the usage of wide eaves (Batur 2005). 

Second period is named as the years of war (1938-1950) . This was a recession 

period starting with the death of Mustafa Kemal. World War II had shaped this period 

when the statist regime was accepted. The antithesis of the modernist approach was 

effective, which was named as The National Architectural Movement . The problem 

aim. The civilian architecture was seen as a solution for this problem because it was 

unknown and not been used until then. 

period. Analyses of traditional houses of Istanbul brought a new view point to design. 

The plan schemes, scale and proportions of the traditional architecture were taken into 

consideration instead of reusing the formal elements of the past. This attempt also 

(Batur 2005).

-war period (1950- Turkey joined the global 

economy and became a part of it and this affected the architecture. Statist policy was 

given up and private sector became effective in the market. Free trade regime eased the 

reach to the materials. The nationalist trend slowly decreased. 

An intense migration toward the cities from rural areas was an important event 

shaping house started to 

result of 

increased land prices (Batur 2005). 

- he evolution 

became clear in this period. There were changes in the class structure. Pluralist society 

and urbanization became more obvious. In 1970, the military coupe caused a fall back 

on the progress. When crisis occurred during 1980s, it affected Turkey as well as the 

rest of the world. Afife Batur underlines another important event in this period which 

happened when Vedat Dalokay won the competition for the Kocatepe Mosque Project. 

It evoked a discussion among the right and left groups of the society, eventually the 

project has been cancelled (Batur 2005).   
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The fifth and last -

The traces of the coupe was tried to be cleared after 1980s. Free market economy was 

once again supported by the state. Turkish market attained a rich diversity with the new 

construction materials. In recent years, the participation with the world and the increase 

of the gained awards has added a prestige to the Turkish architecture. Architectural 

publications started to enrich. The spread of the mass housing is another important issue 

occurred in this period. This has important effects on the society(Batur 2005). 

is another historian regarding policy as a primary aspect in forming 

6. He 

graduated from the Faculty of Arts and Sciences in Istanbul University. In 1967, he 

started teaching at the Architecture Department in the Faculty of Architecture of 

Istanbul Technical University, where he became an Associate Professor in 1973 and 

Full Professor in 1979. He still continues his academic career and also serves as the 

 (The Foundation for Protection and Promotion of the 

Environmental and Cultural Heritage) (Website of Turkish Cultural Foundation 2018). 

He has many studies especially upon important architects and architectural 

50 y l n türk mimarisi (Turkish Architecture of the fifty 

years) and Cumhuriyet Dönemi Türk Mimarisi (1996  (Turkish Architecture of the 

Republican Period) give information about the architectural approaches. In his book 

Cumhuriyet Dönemi Türk Mimarisi (1996 he categorises and analyses the 

architectural approaches under four topics, but housing architecture is examined 

inadequately. He mentions about the architects and their works in every period. We can 

say that political issues are the main factors which create each period. 

The first national architecture period starts with the proclamation of the 

constitutionalism and continues until the 1930s. It is also named as the 

. The second constitutionalism had affected this period. The historical 

heritage taken into consideration and eclectic designs became prevalent. Decorative 

features of Seljuk-Ottoman architecture were used, especially on the facades. The plan 

and the function of the building became secondary issues. Architects Vedat Tek and 

Kemalettin had a main role in this period

few attempts to solve the housing problems of the era but there was no significant 

advance in domestic architecture .
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To sum up, the nationalism h

give the same result in housing architecture. This movement was far away from 

responding the needs of the period. 

The improvements after the first national architecture period were effective 

between the years 1927 and 1940. This period was also named as the Rationalist Period. 

The approach of Neo-classism and new approaches which emerged with the feature of 

the century were applied simultaneously. After 1927, the foreign architects started to be 

effective; they achieved privileges from the government in order to catch up with the 

Western civilization. New attempts happened to advance the architectural education, 

students were sent abroad. Architects such as Ernst Egli, Bruno Taut and Clemens 

Holzmeister were some of the pioneers of this period. An architecture based on facade 

design was avoided, while function became prior. 

Residential architecture was not especially mentioned  but we can say 

that the characteristics of the period also affected the housing .

Second national architecture period took place during 1940 and 1950. This 

period was prepared with the events took place before the World War II and the death of 

Mustafa Kemal. The privileges given to the foreign architects and the attempts to keep 

pace with the Western world attracted a reaction. The racist movements in Italy and 

Germany also had an effect on this reaction. A new national architecture was targeted 

with the guid

the pioneer architects of this movement. 

An architecture relative with the tradition, appropriate for the climate, usage of local 

material and constructing techniques were essential in this period. The conditions which 

National Architecture S during this 

period.

This period was different from the First National Period because it was based on 

traditional civil architecture instead of Seljuk and Ottoman architecture. But this also 

buildings and monumental effect was characteristics. 
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Simple features of the domestic architecture from the past were preferred instead of 

his studies upon traditional 

houses which he named as the Turkish House . This attracted interest towards the 

housing problem. This period was far beyond answering the requirements of the new 

.

The Improvements after the Second National Architecture Period prepared the 

fourth period. After the World War II, Turkey faced towards the western world. The 

foreign publications influenced Turkish Architecture. This was a universal rational 

period affected by modern architecture. , 1950s was a turning point 

in the architecture of the Turkish Republic which led to international style. Before 

1950s, there could be periods mentioned with their own characteristics but after there 

had been lots of approaches and styles used simultaneously. This was also a turning 

point for residential architecture because before the 1950s the public architecture was 

prior and housing was less important but after this date latter became much more 

important .

A similar chronology is mentioned in his book 50 Y l n Türk Mimarisi 

(1973) which he also adds photographs including the materials and building techniques 

of many houses. 

3.4. Social Relations as a former of Domestic Architecture 

Some historians have focused on the social relations attached to the house 

because they belived these relations have a primary stress upon transformation of 

domestic architecture.  is one of the names who have grouped the houses 

in a chronological order basing on social factors. Tanyeli who is an architect, an 

academician and an architectural historian was born in Ankara in 1952. He graduated 

from the Architecture Department of Istanbul State Academy of Fine Arts. He received 

his Doctorate Degree in Istanbul Technical University with the thesis entitled 

“Anadolu-Türk kentinde fiziksel yap n n evrim süreci (11-15. yy) (The evolution 

process of the  physical structure in Anatolian-Turkish city) and worked as a research 

assistant in both of the mentioned universities. He became a full professor in 1998.  
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Figure 3.25.Construction system Safranbolu symbolises.(Source: p.26)

Figure 3.26. Adobe and wooden construction system of central anatolia, 

(  1973, p.31) 
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Technical University and Mardin Artuklu University .

Istanbul 1900-2000: Konutu ve Modernle meyi Metropolden

Okumak -2000: Reading the housing and modernization from the 

metropolis)

Tanyeli focuses on the increasing permeability of the interior spaces of the house. In 

traditional dwelling, interior permeability was rather low, but this has changed since the 

19th and 20th centuries and interior spaces have become permeable. The transformation 

of the hierarchical family structure into core family with every member having equal 

rights has an effect in this change. Tanyeli studied this change process in three groups. 

Subjects such as the traffic inside the house or the meeting points indicate the degree of 

privacy and these three stages are determined by these criteria (Tanyeli 2005). 

First -house traffic is mostly closed 

for non-family members. When the house is examined, it can be said that privacy 

 Main features of the houses in 

this first stage are as follows;  

The main characteristic of the room, which was the basic component of the Ottoman 

housing, is being closed to the house traffic. The room was always the ultimate 

target. 

There was no transition between two rooms.  

The rooms had only one door, which was never on the symmetry axis of the room in 

order to provide privacy by protecting from being observed, it was located at one 

corner of the room. 

Hierarchical family structure determined the usage of the spaces. Units cannot be 

used equally by all the members of the family. 

building with doors between the rooms (Figure 3.29.). 
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Figure 2.27. Multifunctional room from a late 18th century mansion. 

(Source:Tanyeli,2004, p.140) 

Figure 3.28. Spatial seperation in a 18th century Ankara house.(Source: Tanyeli 

2004,p.143)
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Figure 3.29. .(Source:Eldem 1969, 365) 

The typical houses of the second stage are named as the early modern house .

This stage represents a transition period. The relationship between family and non-

family members based on the harem-selam practice had begun to collapse, so that the 

daily life which was once experienced in a single room started to spread throughout the 

house.

second phase started in Istanbul in the beginning of the 19th century especially in the 

feature, it still involved traditional units such as sofa. The changes the house went 

through during this stage were as follows: 

The replacement of the door changed and the symmetry center of the wall was 

preferred instead of the corner. The usage of double wing door instead of single wing 

was another change upon the doors which seems as a small change, although it 

represents an important transformation in the way the privacy was perceived.  
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With the withdrawal of the sekialt (below section), the room gained an equivalent 

usage and the regulations that express hierarchy such as the head corner have 

disappeared. 

Transitions between rooms were now available. 

Portable furniture determined the function of the room, thus allowing for personal 

preferences rather than stable functions. 

Figure 3.30. Example for second stage houses: Zeki Pasha Apartment. 

(Source: Tanyeli 2004, p.149) 

Figure 3.31. Example for second stage houses: .

(Source: Tanyeli 2004, p.149) 

The third and last stage corresponds to
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modern housing to the modern housing is still continuing (Figure 3.32.). The changes 

the house went through during this period are as following;

Sofa is no longer available. 

Corridor is in use instead of sofa. 

The units placed on the front part of the house are open to guests while the units in 

the back are closed. 

Second name to regard social factors as a basic element in the transformation of 

the domestic architecture is Ihsan Bilgin. Bilgin was born in Kastamonu in 1953. He 

graduated from the Architecture Department of Istanbul Technical University in 1980 

and received Professorship title in 2000 f . He especially 

studied on issues such as modern housing, modern culture of architecture, history of 

domestic architecture and reconstruction. After 2004, he continued to work as an 

academician in Istanbul Bilgi University and received certain position (Arkiv n.d.)  

Bilgin analyses the housing issue from the perspective of modernization which 

he considers parallel to the social mobility. In his article Modernle menin ve 

Toplumsal Hareketlili n Yörüngesinde Cumhuriyetin mar  (Reconstruction of the 

Republic in the Orbit of Mo 75 y lda 

de i en kent ve Mimarl k (1998)”(The Changing City and Architecture in 75 years) he

claims that the last century of the Ottoman Empire and the first twenty-five years of the 

Republican P

the first and the second twenty-five years of the republic era are separated from each 

other. This perspective brings a new categorization to the issue. 

Bilgin underlines that 1950 was the milestone for Modernization. He mentions 

about two periods which is before the 1950s and after the 1950s. Before 1950s, 

event to mobilize the society. Three signs of modern construction were new public 

buildings, new roads and new houses. Before the 1950s, the first was essential, the 

second was partially taken into consideration, while there was nearly no housing 

productions within the modern market relations. Housing was either produced upon 

private order or remained as a public enterprise to answer the need of a specific group. 
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Figure 3.32. Example for third stage houses: .

(Source: Tanyeli 2004, p.157) 

Before 1950s: the housing demand increased according to two social mobilities. 

One being the population exchange and the other was the population which the new 

capital had attracted (Bilgin 1998). 

The World War II 

part of the global market caused a social mobility, which Turkey never faced before. 

Reasons such as mechanization in agriculture and the industrial improvements in cities 

caused a migration from the rural areas towards the cities. 

Housing became an issue to analyse in order to understand the modernization. 

Apartments rapidly spread in the cities. The traditional and the modern approaches were 

abandoned. In fact, it could be said that 1950- ere a period during which only 

apartments raised up (Bilgin 1998).  
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3.5. General Outlook to the Housing Histories in Turkey 

The fact that domestic architecture is tightly related with social life has been 

usually dismissed by the housing histories in Turkey. The historians have frequently 

mentioned about the physical, economic or politic factors which affected and shaped the 

housing design but the social relations were usually examined inadequately. Each 

historian has a focus point although there is no single explanation to answer how forms 

of the dwellings are created.  

A table has been created after analysing the written housing histories to clarify 

the deficiencies of them and it is also obvious in this table that the social aspects are less 

mentioned (Table 2.1.). ch 

has been previously mentioned. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSES OF THE NOVELS 

This chapter includes analyses of five novels. First, each novelist is introduced 

shortly and a brief summary is included to the start of each study. After this preliminary 

information each novel has been evaluated and interpreted according to ten aspects 

which were . After this analyse the real life examples which is 

assumed to be corresponding to the houses mentioned in the novels are given. 

4.1.  (1920) 

Istanbul’un ç Yüzü Refik Halit Karay (1888-1965) who is a 

novel-writer and a journalist, graduated from Galatasaray Sultanisi (Galatasaray High 

school) and Hukuk Mektebi (Historical Law School). He especially mentioned about 

Istanbul in his novels and described it with its various features. His novels mostly 

include rich depictions for they are based on wide observations (Biyografi n.d.). 

Istanbul’un iç (bir) yüzü  first and most famous novel. This 

novel is written in a diary format which was rare in the years it was published. Karay 

analyses the period of II and the World War I. The social and cultural 

changes in the society are emphasized by the author besides the political events of the 

period. Especially the members of the new bourgeoisie class which had emerged after 

the proclamation of constitutionalism are described and also criticized.  

4.1.1. Summary 

Novel is written in a diary format and Ismet is the writer of this diary who was 

adopted by Fikri Pasha when she was a child. She used to help her mother to run a 

hamam (bath). One day a woman came from Fikri Pa s mansion and found this little 

girl very pretty so she offered to take her with them. After this event, 
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the mansion where she was raised. Throughout the diary she frequently states that she 

misses the years of her childhood which corresponds to the period of Abdulhamit and 

gives information about the daily life once passed in the mansion. The Second 

Constitutionalism and the World War I was a milestone for the society as well as Fikri 

. Pasha died just before the declaration of Second Constitutionalism and 

the family started to collapse day by day. Everything started to change after 1908 and 

especially after 1914. A new class named bourgeoisie had emerged which caused a shift 

within the classification of the society. Kani Bey represents this new class who was 

once a handmaid (yana ma mansion.  were friends but 

they loosed connection after the proclaim constitutionalism and met years later. Kani 

had changed a lot; he had become rich with defraudation and by taking advantage of the 

crisis. Besides Kani Bey six other characters that belong to this bourgeoisie class are 

introduced to the reader. The novel is especially based on these characters and the 

feature of the era not upon events. 

4.1.2. Analysis of the Novel 

stanbul’un ç Yüzü is analysed basing on ten aspects determined by  
Tekeli.

4.1.2.1. Physical aspects               

undertook important functions of the era. Fikri Pasha and his family lived in the 

was a worn building as it was nearly two hundred years 

old. In summer, they moved to a yal  (seafront) in Kandilli. This was a yal  resembling a 

wood wreck. A large kiosk was also built on the mountain with using new methods. 

However, the main place that undertakes important functions in the novel is the mansion 

.

Fikri Pasha's  was one of the most important mansion of its 

period. It was built with the new style and even the door itself was a special occasion; it 

had a great architectural identity and it usually stayed shut. A huge marble ta l k (stone 
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paved courtyard) was in the front of the harem entrance and most of the doors opened 

up to this area (Karay 1920, 45). Saloons and guest rooms were in the second floor 

(Karay 1920, 47). This floor never remained empty it was always full with guests. The 

rooms were dimmed with cages and curtains made of tulle, linoleum and fabric. Heavy 

battalion velvet armchairs and sedir (cedars) filled the rooms. The rooms of the 

households took place on the upper floors. These were each designed with the 

preference of its owner. The servants in the 

own guests that came to eat and have fun (Karay 1920, 48).This mansion was 

surrounded with walls in order to provide privacy (Karay 1920, 91). 

4.1.2.2. Household activities  

The activities of the households changed with the effect of Westernisation. Such 

activities like eating on floor were found pre-modern as we can understand from the 

states of Ismet. She  was an uncouth man for he and his family 

continued such habits like eating from a sini (tray) by sitting on floor and wearing 

outdated clothes. She finds these attitudes surprising for a man who graduated from 

faculty of law and political sciences (Karay 1920, 60).      

The mansion was always full with guests some were temporal visitors while 

some others can be permanent. A doorman used to wait in a wooden barrack and when 

he heard the noise of a car he immediately pulled up the slides, caught the huge bronze 

knobs and pulled strongly in order to open the large door. Then the car used to enter the 

garden and continue going on a white inlaid pebble road until it reached to the marble 

stairs. The servants and the maids ran to the cages when they heard this sound. This was 

 (Karay 1920, 

45).

Especially women who spent most of their time in the harem section invented 

various entertainments for themselves. One of them was to prepare a fake wedding. A 

maid was chosen to represent the bride and another one was dressed up as a man to be 

the groom. Even the neighbours came to this fake wedding and brought prizes for this 

false couple. This ceremony only took place in the harem among the women and men 

were not allowed to join in (Karay 1920, 167). 
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Dalkavuk sycophant) were invited to the mansion in order to keep the women 

off being bored. These were families who spent a happy life in the mansion by singing 

songs and playing music for the noble families. Woman members of these dalkavuk 

families stayed in the harem section 

were able to eat in ba  sofra (master dining table) and sit on üst sedir (top cedar) which 

was a sign of privilege for traditional houses included hierarchical divisions within the 

room(Karay 1920, 4).Even the doors had a hierarchy between them because the users of 

each entrance differed from each other. For example the households and the guests used 

different entrances, knowing which entrance to use needed extra knowledge which was 

a sign of appropriate manner (Karay 1920, 162). 

Nazmi Bey  lived in Zeyrek. This was a 

place where houses had small gardens and pools surrounded with walls. Nazmi Bey 

spent his Friday holidays repairing his garden walls or he sat in front of the cumba (bay 

window) and watched the street. He called the street sellers and usually had a debate 

with them in order to reduce the price (Karay 1920, 149).From this example we may 

conclude that one of the functions of the cumba (bay window) was to give the 

household a chance to interact with the street. It also had other functions such as being a 

heat source in winter and a heat isolator in summer, especially in the Izmir houses. 

(B

Nazmi Bey  house is quite parallel with the descriptions Kuban gives while he 

introduces the traditional houses. According to him in a traditional house a semi-open 

which includes a consol enabling 

women to watch the street through the wooden cages as it prevents people to see the 

woman from outside.  Extensions such as garden and pool add richness and quality to 

(Kuban 1995). 

Harem-selam practice was still available in Fikri P mansion. Even the 

ceremonies such as the wedding of Bekir took place in the different sections of the 

house (Karay 1920, 165-166). Dönme dolap (ferris wheel) was used to pass goods from 

one section to the other. who lived in the harem section used this dönme dolap in 

.

There were certain days for certain activities. There was a cleaning day once a 

week and all the servants spread around the house and cleaned it by taking all the 
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furniture out to the sofa. There was also a laundry day and a hamam (bath) day (Karay 

1920, 47). 

4.1.2.3. Settlement the housing creates 

naked, half repletion plots with void lands (Karay 1920, 228). New apartments started to 

be built and these high buildings were interrupting the sea vista of the existing houses 

(Karay 1920, 158). The communication between the neighbours was defined weaker 

than the ones in the traditional districts. Sometimes mysterious visitors came to the 

apartment but the .

This supplied a freedom for especially the ones with unusual lifestyles. We can see in 

the novel that most of the dwellers in the apartment standard lives so maybe 

this was why they preferred to live in an apartment floor (Karay 1920, 28). 

preferred to live in an apartment floor. 

After the death of Fikri Pasha, the family started to spread and .

She returned to Turkey and moved into an apartment floor  after she ran out of 

money in Europe. Here, she had the freedom to welcome all sort of guests (Karay 1920, 

103).Ismet also lived in one of these European-style apartment , but she usually 

missed the old days in the mansion because she felt alienated to this new circle, the 

noise of cars and tram etc. (Karay 1920, 227). 

4.1.2.4. External relations 

After the declaration of constitutionalism, women had the chance to walk freely 

in the streets which also gave them the chance to receive education.  In the previous era 

the house was defined as feminine; a place for women but after the mentioned events 

women started to join the business world and used the public spaces which used to be 

perceived as a masculine space (Karay 1920, 25). This change is frequently mentioned 

in the novel. For example the traditional house was defined as a solid bottle protecting 

ge to exceed from this narrow space but when 
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the constitutionalism was proclaimed she overflew from the bottle as opened 

champagne (Karay 1920, 85). 

moved into an apartment floor and gained the freedom to welcome all 

kind of guests (Karay 1920, 103).This was not possible in the traditional house because 

the households were all involved in  life. The neighbours were also 

interrupted with the private life of the girls, they even gave them advices and prohibited 

them from certain attitudes b e new 

apartments  (Karay 1920, 90). 

Dead end roads were common in the traditional era, because the neighbourhoods 

were built around a religious centre. Every single house was connected to this centre 

with dead end roads that gives an impression of dispersed and random settlement. As a 

matter of fact, they were built for the sake of functionalism . These 

dead end roads used to supply privacy for the houses located beside it. In time, these 

dead end roads started to fade away with such reasons like shortening the path and 

adding prestige to the neighbourhood. Some characters in the novel were against to this 

attempt for they claimed that the foreign passengers were a threat for their privacy. 

smoke as being another reason. The gardens of the houses used to face these dead end 

roads which involved activities requiring privacy such as the women doing laundry 

etc.(Karay 1920, 156).There was a strong distinction between private and public spaces 

in the traditional era which lessened in time. 

The number of the street sellers also reduced in time .The bohçac lar (Women 

selling woven items in a bundle) who were usually foreign people were a part of the 

mansion tradition for they provided communication between people and especially the 

lovers which had no chance to meet or communicate (Karay 1920, 176). 

4.1.2.5. Classification within the society 

The constitutionalism caused a shift in social classes which reshaped the society. 

Noble families became poor while the new bourgeoisie class gained money which also 

meant gaining power (Karay 1920, 38). This new wealthy class involved a group named 
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as the harp zenginleri (the ones who became rich by taking advantage of the war 

conditions) there was also another group named politika zenginleri (the ones owing their 

wealth to the new political system). The new emerging class became rich in a sudden 

and settled in the luxury kiosks and watersides of Istanbul (Karay 1920, 121).Their 

behaviours were found shallow by the society for they were learning everything from 

the beginning. They usually spent time together which detained them from improving 

their behaviour which irritated the ones around them (Karay 1920, 172). The author 

complains about this event and claims that the beauty of the previous era was ruined in 

the hand of these people. 

The new bourgeoisie class usually spent their holidays in Europe because they 

looked down on Istanbul (Karay 1920, 221). Such attitudes caused a negative reaction 

among the society and they this new group which they defined as sonradan 

görme (vulgarian). Women were stating that the rich families of the previous era used to 

keep their mansions open for the poor but the members of the new bourgeoisie class 

were only wasters (Karay 1920, 24). 

We can understand how the classification in the Ottoman society was from the 

interpretation of Ismet; 

We weren't a confused generation like this. We were all separated class by class and we 
lived in our borders without bothering each other. Enormity and immorality still existed, 
o
laundry in open space, we used to search for hidden corners, get covered, escaped into 
the shadows and put out the lamps.1

The spatial uses in the traditional house also depended upon social classification. 

The ground floor was the place for the maids and servants which was an independent 

world with its own guests, entertainments etc.  Their visitors w t allowed to enter 

upstairs while the servants and maids entered upstairs only to serve. They could only 

enter every room of the house in certain days such as the cleaning 

responsible from this ground floor, she was the one to give permission for the activities 

1Refik Halit Karay, stanbul’un ç Yüzü, p. 44
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took place in the harem (Karay 1920, 45-46).The people from the upper floor were 

beware of this world.  

4.1.2.6. Construction material and technology 

No remarkable information has been determined about the construction material 

of the house and the building technology. 

4.1.2.7. Internal relations of the house 

The authority of the elder parents used to keep the family together but in time 

the youth started to take control which opened the way to many new practices and 

structures. We can trace this from the life of Nazmi Bey who was a conservative man 

which never accepted a repair in his house although it became a ruin (Karay 1920, 150). 

With the new period the things changed, summons started to come from the court, so he 

became afraid of going outside of the house. He stayed at home and frequently had 

discussions with the households

but with the freedom caused by the constitutionalism they started to answer him back 

and oppose to his rules. He was surprised for such unusual attitude; he became ill and 

died in sorrow (Karay 1920, 151). 

This change in the behaviour of the new generation was also a result of 

individualisation and caused the spread of nuclear famil

live as extended families for they found the existence of the elders as a threat towards 

their freedom. 

4.1.2.8. Meanings and beliefs attached to the house 

No remarkable information has been determined about the meanings and beliefs 

attached to the house. 
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4.1.2.9. Habits of the society 

The new generation s approach towards marriage had changed the family 

structure which is tightly related with the housing design. 

sentences;"To 

marry?" she said, "We are not narrow-minded to think about that. We are above such 

feelings, we see the life otherwise, which you cannot understand."2

The  appropriate for the new period. The 

economic conditions of Safvet Bey, who was an undersecretary, and his family 

worsened because they continued a luxury life but the 

suitable for such wastage. Instead of abandoning their habits they preferred to find other 

temporal solutions such as selling their properties (Karay 1920, 131). 

 the servants were sent 
and the visit of the guests became rare. Musicians started to go to other houses. Then the 
fire came and burned down the two hundred years old joyful mansion in two hours with 
all its belongings. Then Safvet Bey collapsed and became a wreck. He moved into a 
small house and here there were hardly any visitors 3

Another character mentioned in the novel is Ziya Bey. He lived a half-modern 

life in a traditional mansion with servants and maids who were left from his father 

(Karay 1920, 132).As he had been in Europe he knew foreign languages and had no 

tolerance for those without European behaviour. He wanted to abandon the harem-

selam practice but his wife was against this thought. The mansion involved half 

European and half traditional features but depending on who ever died first it was going 

2Refik Halit Karay, stanbul’un ç Yüzü, p. 101.

3Refik Halit Karay, stanbul’un ç Yüzü, p. 131.

ir 
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to be a house with a total European style or Turkish style (Karay 1920, 133).Eventually, 

he got married with a 

in the mansion. He wanted to live in a sayfiye (summer resort) so they searched for a 

village which most of the dwellers were franks. Ayastafanos was the place suitable for 

their desire so they bought a kiosk from this district. They had lots of visitors and most 

of them were sayfiye (Karay 

1920, 134). 

Even the poor had good conditions in old days for they were able to eat and wear 

qualitive things. The reason for such state was because life was cheap in old Istanbul. 

The women from poor districts such as Fatih were corrupted with two reasons: one was 

the school and the second was the expensiveness. Lamia, one of the characters of the 

novel, was a character shaped with these two motives. She became a teacher but her 

family was in a better condition before she started working for she spent all she earned 

to clothing (Karay 1920, 213). The curiosity upon well clothing was spread among these 

d she started to sell 

some precious goods in her house so in time the house became empty (Karay 1920, 

214).She spent her spare times wandering in the streets and going to invitations. It is 

noteworthy that such lifestyle was once impossible for a woman. The new generation 

was living a European lifestyle but the traditions such as harem-selam practice 

continued in their houses especially in poor neighbourhoods.  

4.1.2.10. Legal regulations 

No remarkable information has been determined about the legal regulations 

upon housing. 

4.1.3. General Outlook to the Novel 

The novel Istanbul’un ç Yüzü , it usually compares two 

different times and lifestyles which give us the chance to understand the internal 

relations and household activities taken part in the previous and recent periods. Another 

emphasized aspect is the external relations for the second constitutionalism caused 
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many differences in the usage of private and public spaces. Especially in the chapter 

titled women of the war period tions about the changes happened in woma

such as joining the business world and political life. The comparisons between the 

previous and recent old and new 

Istanbul which gave clues about the habit of the society tightly related with the housing 

design (Karay 1920, 229).  

Different lifestyles are introduced to the reader upon mansion-apartment 

dilemma. Mansion represented the traditional lifestyle while the apartment represented 

the modern life. The me

(Fatih) while the mentioned apartments are . The real life example corresponding 

to the mansion in the novel is the mansion of Abdulatif Suphi Pasha for the location and 

the function are the same with the one in the novel. They both belong to a Pasha and 

both of the mansions are also used for important meetings among politicians. 

Suphi Pasha Mansion is located in  (Fatih) and it is assumed to be 

the first masonry mansion in Istanbul which is being an important civil architecture 

sample of the Tanzimat period. It was constructed by an Italian architect between 1845 

and 1854. Suphi Pasha, who had worked in many positions in the state, and his family, 

lived in this mansion. The mansion which is also named as the stone mansion consisted 

of three storeys including the ground floor. The second floor involved a salon with a 

huge dome where the state affairs were discussed. With the decadence of the empire, the 

luxury life in the mansion also began to lose its glory and people started to move to new 

buildings as it is mentioned in novels. The mansion was also used as the rectorate 

building of the Istanbul University between the years 1970 and 1984. 

The real life example corresponding to the apartment mentioned in the novel is 

the Arif pasha Apartment which is located in I

by a Greek architect named C.Pappas with the request of Arif Pasha. The date of the 

construction is unknown but there are thoughts that it could be built in 1902. It is the 

largest masonry building in the street which consists of two blocks. It has a U  form 

which surrounds a wide courtyard. The building involves a ground floor, mezzanine 

floor, five normal floors and a penthouse. 
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Figure 4.1.  Northwestern facade of Suphi Pasha Mansion.( Source: Eldem 1987, p.266) 

Figure 4.2.  Southeastern facade of Suphi Pasha Mansion. ( Source: Eldem 1987, p.266) 
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Figure 4.3.  Interior space of Suphi Pasha Mansion. ( Source: Eldem 1987, p.267) 

Figure 4.4.  Ground floor plan of Suphi Pasha Mansion. ( Source: Eldem 1987, p.264) 
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Figure 4.5.  First floor plan of Suphi Pasha Mansion. ( Source: Eldem 1987, p.264) 

Figure 4.6.  Second floor plan of Suphi Pasha Mansion. ( Source: Eldem 1987, p.264) 
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Figure 4.7.  Section of Suphi Pasha Mansion. ( Source: Eldem 1987, p.265) 

Figure 4.8.  Northeast elevation of Suphi Pasha Mansion. ( Source: Eldem 1987, p.265) 
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Figure 4.9.  Southeast elevation of Suphi Pasha Mansion. ( Source: Eldem 1987, p.265) 

Figure 4.10.Arif Pasha Apartment (Source 1998,43) 
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Figure 4.11.  Courtyard of Arif P )

Figure 4.12.  Ground floor plan  of Arif Pasha Apartment ( Source: 
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Figure 4.13.  Mezzanine floor plan  of Arif Pasha Apartment ( Source: )

Figure 4.14.  First floor plan  of Arif Pasha Apartment ( Source: )
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Figure 4.15.  Normal floor plan  of Arif Pasha Apartment ( Source: )

Figure 4.16.  Last floor plan  of Arif Pasha Apartment ( Source: )
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Figure 4.17. A-A section of of Arif Pasha Apartment ( Source: )

Figure 4.18.  Elevation  of Arif Pasha Apartment ( Source: )
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4.2.  (1922) 

 (1889-1974) Kiral k 

Konak was a writer, a poet, a diplomat and a journalist. He is one of the important 

writers of the twentieth century Modern Turkish Literature.  graduated 

from a French school in Iskenderiye, later on he abandoned Istanbul Hukuk Mektebi 

(Istanbul school of law) and published his first work in 1909. His main subject in his 

books is usually the transformation of the Turkish society after the declaration of the 

rescript of G pecially famous with his novels: Kiral k Konak”(Mansion 

for Rent), “Nur Baba”(holy father) and “Yaban” (wild). He took place in the ‘Fecr-i 

Ati’ (literary community) group and supported the independence war of Turkey with his 

writings.He also had an active role in politics as a parliamentarian and an ambassador 

(Biyografi n.d.). 

Kiral k Konak  first published novel. He wrote this novel just 

after he gave up his individualistic art approach. Subject of the novel is the changes in 

the Ottoman society after the Tanzimat Rescript. The book criticizes the misunderstood 

Westernization and mentions about the conflicts between three generations. 

Figure 4.19. Kiral k Konak
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4.2.1. Summary 

Naim Efendi was awealthy man who owned a fortune left from his father. He 

alsoused to workin high positions in the state during the Abdulhamit II period. His life 

had passed in one of the most crowded mansions in Istanbul 

24).Naim Efendi lived with his daughter, son-in-law and two grand children. Every 

tradition inside the house started to change one by one after his daughter got married 

with Servet Bey. Servet Bey was a man deeply admiring the European lifestyle. This 

lifestyle included such behaviours which were upsetting Naim Efendi. Especially the 

attitudes of his grand children were surprising him. His advices to them were not being 

taken into consideration so this caused debates between these two generations. Seniha 

left the house and went to Europe in order to gain freedom and live a European lifestyle. 

Meanwhile d the attention of Servet Bey and they 

also moved out in order to live the modern life they have been dreaming for a long time. 

Naim Efendi was left alone in the mansion. His sister suggested him tohire his house 

 in. The 

mansion and Naim Efendi both became a ruin in time and the death of Naim Efendi also 

represented the end of the mansion. A period including the mansions and traditional 

lifestyles had ended.   

4.2.2. Analysis of the Novel 

Kiral k Konak aspects determined by 

 Tekeli. 

4.2.2.1. Physical aspects 

term O

there were only a few left in Istanbul during the mentioned period 

1922, 183). This is an important detail for there has been an ongoing discussion about 

this issue for a long time in the architectural history. Some researchers preferred to 

define the traditional house as the Turkish house while others used the term Ottoman 
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house.The distinction between these terms was based upon the origin of the traditional 

houses.

aspects of these apartments were defined during Servet Bey

find an appropriate apartment to move in. He really enjoyed these visits and talked to 

himself while he was wandering around the house saying: 

This is 'Salle a menger' (dining room) here, 'fumoir'(smoking room), this is the hall, this 
is the library, here is the budvar (small ornate room that the woman housekeeper use to 
stay alone or accepted her guests), this is the bedroom; a second bedroom! and finally 
he extended his hand to the door of the bathroom with the alfranga apteshane (toilet)and 
looked at the street; the street, its width, noise, wires of telegraph and telephone, trams, 
cars, rails passing through from the middle of the road, the advertisements on the walls; 
all of these things portrayed a landscape of a completely European city in his brain4.

The previous example proves that the multifunctional rooms were started to be 

replaced with the specialised rooms. Servet Bey described the house he visited with 

every detail after he returned to the mansion in Cihangir:  

The tram stops right in front of the door, after a short walk you are in front of a great, 
magnificent iron door ... But while mentioning the iron door, please do not confuse with 
that iron door of our cellar! It has carves like lace; opal glass is placed behind the upper 
part; a yellow knob which is polished every day is on both sides ... A wing is always 
open. When you enter concierge comes out of his room immediately. He walks ahead 
with the keys in his hands and you slowly start to climb the stairs. These stairs are clean, 
white; the wooden parts of the handrails are painted with mauve and the iron part is 
gilded. A road carpet was laid on every corner. There are two apartment floors facing 
each other on each floor; the one I visited was in the third floor5.

4 , Kiral k Konak,p. 157

5 , Kiral k Konak,p. 158
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Servet Bey eve

was a new apartment built in the corner of the street. Eclectism had become a trend in 

architecture and we could trace this approach even from the interior design of the 

apartment floor Servet Bey owned. Different styles were used when furnishing the 

house, for example the French style was preferred in the dining room while the English 

style was used in the library. The salon was even more hybrid for it also involved the 

furniture brought from the mansion 157).It was hard to group or 

specify these houses for they involved features of different architectural movements. 

With the impact of economic conditions of the new era, the huge mansions 

started to be divided into sections and given rent to families. This state is mentioned in 

the following sentences: “The mansion was big, desolate and gloomy; here, according 

to the present life, only three families could be able to live together; for this it was 

necessary to divide the mansion into several parts6

4.2.2.2. Household activities  

The change in the habit of using furniture is an important tool to trace the 

transformation in a society. Why the internal equipment has changed and how this 

change affected the house plan gives clues about the issue. For example, instead of 

minder (cushion) and sedir (cedar), chair and armchair started to be preferred and this 

change added dining rooms to the house design. We may say that transformation started 

from inside and in time changed the plan organization and even the facade of the house 

(Demirarslan 2006).We can see that traditional furnishing was still available in Naim 

mansion; (This was a transition period so the features both of traditional era 

                                                                                                                                                        

de

6 , Kiral k Konak,p. 210
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and the modern era were available simultaneously. Most of the tradition such as eating 

on floor was abandoned while some were continued) 

"Naim Efendi was staring out froma window which the cage was lifted up and the 
window was shut down. He was sitting half kneeling, half ba da  on the edge of a long 
erkancushion (floor cushion for the special guests) which had covered one side of the 
room.7

Comfort had become an indispensable part of life in the new era. To warm up 

easily, to easily repair a house became urgent. Servet Bey was frequently claiming that 

the mansion was uncomfortable. The huge rooms were difficult to be heated in the 

winter while they were hot and airless in summer; 

So many w even in 
January. However we furnish or whatever we do is useless. There's not even a proper 
bathroom in this big house. The preparations start three days before to burn that bulky 
hamam (bath). It is necessary to burn three pounds of wood, to plaster the boiler and to 
repair the kurna (basin of a bath). It is not possible to bathe once a month in this 
situation.8

His splendid

aroused. These were new style houses offering comfort with electric, bath etc. He 

especially adored the lifestyle these houses involved fortheEuropean lifestyle was 

prevail in this neighbourhood 157).

The major change Westernization caused in housing was the spread of the 

apartments. The usage of the furniture, the change of the family relations and the 

 role in the society all opened the path which led to the apartments 

(Demirarslan 2006). 

7 , Kiral k Konak,p. 87.
uzun bir erk

8 , Kiral k Konak,p. 157
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The first apartments still involved some traditional elements with a new 

interpretation. For example, the rooms of the apartment floors were all the same while 

the room with a street view was specialised. This room was larger than the rest of the 

rooms and received more light and vista which is the characteristic of the ba oda

(main room)(Enlil 1999). The main similarity between the traditional house and the first 

apartments was the existence of sofa. A sofa was also available in the apartment Servet 

Bey had moved in and it was furnished by the salti Furnishing . A famous furnishing 

store which had opened in 1867 in Pera 14). 

4.2.2.3. Settlement the housing creates 

Be and attracted the  attention while the 

historic peninsula which is named as Istanbul was known with its quite and calm 

lifestyle. Naim E about his grandchild C

statement;

I am  he is young and has temperament. He will 
be raised compatible to the modern life. This life will involve all kinds of entertainment 
but this should never come to a degree to harm his health. am not suggesting him to go 
home at the start of the evening and go to sleep just after diner like the people of 
Istanbul. No, no ... But he should have entered the house and be in his bed at least at 
midnight and if not capable he must be at home towards the morning.9

One of the factors 

in 1914 and the 

connection of the district with the city has increased. This also raised the prestige of the 

district which became one of the desired neighbourhoods. Servet Bey was one of these 

people who admired this neighbourhood and frequently put forward that the tram line 

9 , Kiral k Konak,p. 28
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was passing just in front of the apartment he visited to rent: 

front of the door, after a short walk you are in front of a great, magnificent iron door. 10

4.2.2.4. External relations 

House was specified as the private space for woman and cumba (bay window) 

was one of the rare places women had the chance to get in contact with the external life. 

They used to sit on the sedir (cedar) besides the cumba and watched people passing by 

and sometimes they stopped the street sellers in order to buy goods. 

It was found strange for a woman to walk alone in streets or have a ride in a car 

alone in the previous society, but after the declaration of constitutionalism, this 

approach had started to change. Women became freer and this opened the path for them 

to be involved in the business world which caused many transformations in the housing 

design. The people belonging to the previous era were still finding these behaviours 

strange and this caused a debate between the two generations. We can trace this from 

the following event mentioned in the novel: One day a woman came to 

inappropriate. This 

woman used to sit in front of the bay window every afternoon to watch the people 

sed 

very elegant and even opened her peçe (veil) 48). 

4.2.2.5. Classification within the society 

he shift between the 

classes is apparent in the following sentences: 

Then, Redingot period took over ... Many of these men were statesman in the time of 
second Abdulhamid Han. They remind manthat rode the car of their masters with 

10 , Kiral k Konak,p. 158
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deceiving them. The mansion life in Istanbul wassuddenlytransferredinto the life of the 
pavilion in the hand of these people.11

4.2.2.6. Construction material and technology 

No remarkable information has been given upon the construction material and 

the building technology of the house but one or two details have been given about the 

material used in the new apartments such as the usage of parquet which was rare in 

those days and the usage of frank brick for stoves. 

4.2.2.7. Internal relations of the house 

The behaviour of the new generation, their desire of freedom and privacy have 

affected the family structure which also transformed the housing design. The reason for 

such behaviour can be seen as the result of individualisation.  

The elder parents used to keep the extended families together for they were the 

most respected members of the family. This respect gave them the power to keep the 

households together. This respect had also shaped the interior design of the traditional 

houses. The rooms usually consisted of two functional parts; one being sekiüstü (sitting 

area) and other sekialt  (entrance and serving area). There was a hierarchy between the 

sofa(hall)/hayat (courtyard), sekialt  (below section) and sekiüstü(upper section) which 

started to rise from sofa/hayat towards sekialt  and then sekiüstü. This also represented 

the hierarchy between the individuals; the servants belonged to sofa/hayat while

was for the young generation and finally sekiüstü especially the ba kö e(main corner) 

was for the elders (Eldem 1954).This was the concrete shape of respect and Naim 

Efendi was raised in such tradition so attitude strange and 

complained about it to his daughter: 

11 , Kiral k Konak,p. 23 Sonra Redingot devri 

ediverdi.
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appreciate your children's attitude at all. I think that polish woman gave 
them a wrong education. Seniha is now eighteen, but she is still perky and naughty like 
an eight-year-old. Cemil is not twenty yet but he is living a life of a thirty-year-old man. 

 that behaviour sitting cross-legged in front of you and smoking. What about 
going in and out the house whenever they want. His not listening to you and neither his 
father.12

Naim Efendi tried to solve the problem after he heared the gossips about Seniha 

and Faikbut Seniha got angry when she found 

dad to get them married. She told her grandfather to stay out of her life in an 

inappropriate manner. 

each other, my 
mother grew and lived in this mansion just like you and you think that I will be willing 
to do the same. But I want to l 13

This really upsets Naim Efendi and he becomes ill. One day Seniha leaves home 

without any explanation and goes to E

street, but they also started to share every part of the house equally with man. Harem-

selam practice had faded away, man and woman started to spend time together. Even 

Naim Efendi had given up the harem-selam procedures. He was used to see Seniha 

among men without wearing a scarf but 

57). 

Individualisation started to give its solid results with the spread of the 

apartments. Servet Bey wanted a life more free and shaped with his own desires. So, he 

wanted to move out from the mansion. He wanted to be the only owner of the house so 

12Yakup Kadri Karaosma , Kiral k Konak,p. 30.

ne girmedi.Fakat 

13 , Kiral k Konak,p. 125.
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this thought caused the spread of the extended family. They moved into an apartment 

floor

Tanyeli underlines this fact with the words: "Traditional house is the place of 

pre- It can reflect the social status of the owner but it does not 

involve his/her preferences. With modernism, interior space is equipped with goods and 

outdoor is filled with imagery due to the tendency of "showing personnel tastes" 

(Tanyeli 2005). 

4.2.2.8. Meanings and beliefs attached to the house 

The mansion represented the traditional lifestyle while the apartment was the 

place for the modern lifestyles. This situation is underlined throughout the novel and 

mansion is frequently matched with Naim Efendi. This mansion had become old like its 

owner; its surrounding was full of ruins burned down in the fire. The death of Naim 

Efendi was also the end of the mansion. The culture of the Ottoman society faded away 

with the disappearance of the old generation and the solid structures.  

        4.2.2.9. Habits of the society 

The novel starts with underlining that the custom of the society has changed. 

Families used to spend the winter in their mansion yal  in summer 

time but now many families rented their yal  because their economic conditions started 

to deteriorate 2). 

subsistence, being out of bread and car canalised most of the familiestowards the city 
centres, who once spent their time in sayfiye(summer residence) during summer and 
winter time.14

14 , Kiral k Konak,p. 179
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Naim Efendi and his family al yal  in at year 

because this was a habit which started to fade away in the last two years. Servet Bey and 

a European 

lifestyle and they were bored. 7).

There had been two periods in Istanbul states the author, one was the stanbulin

period. Tanzimat created its own type of people and lifestyles. These were people with 

elegant, clean and polite attitudes.  They also shaped their surrounding with a unique 

style which reflected the feature of the era. Crowded and big family life with Circassian 

maids, a alar (harem masters), and Bosnian gardeners actually started to take part in 

traditional houses during this period. 

Statements of Necip Bey give clues how the previous period was perceived by 

the new generation, He was a parliamentarian   who mentioned about the construction 

in order to rent. 

It is a corrupted architecture, he said. Corrupted so much that it is not possible to find its 
originals. Our ancestors used to live in all stone buildings; After the Tanzimat era, 
wooden house and wooden mansion began to be a fashion. Look at those big windows 
that are separated from the frames with a finger gap? , what do they mean; which need 
do they respond?15

Second was the Redingot (long jacket for men) period. The representatives of 

this era were people which were likened to men stealing their  cars to ride. Even 

the politest of them had an attitude like an ordinary servant in a palace. Most of them 

had worked in high positions during the . The mansion life turned 

in to a kiosk life in the hands of this class. There was no style or custom left in the way 

they dressed, lived and thought. Art Nouveau and Rococo showed itself in the 

buildings, furniture, and clothing and even in the behaviours of these people. The author 

defines these two styles as unpleasant and soysuz (degenerated). The elegant and 

15 , Kiral k Konak,p. 181
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Era had disappeared. Naim Efendi was a part of 

this Redingot generation but his soul belonged to the  period of his childhood. 

ark (orient) corners were a sign of people becoming estranged to their own 

culture. The saloon which belonged to Seniha involved one of these corners. These were 

the corners used as an exhibition area especially for the foreign visitors 

1922, 187). 

4.2.2.10. Legal Regulations 

No remarkable information has been determined about the legal regulations. 

4.2.3. General Outlook to the Novel 

In the novel Kiral k Konakthe debate between two generations has been 

underlined among lifestyles. Naim Efendirepresented the lifestyle of the traditional 

periods ofIstanbul, which is defined as stanbulinperiod by the author. But he was living 

in a new era, named as the Redingot (long jacket men wear) period. His memories, 

desires the things which made him sad and happy all belonged to the past. He was 

struggling to keep up with the new customs of the society. Servet Bey was one of the 

characters which represented the Redingot

household especially after the death of Naim 

The Family lived in amansion in Cihangir which start to get old paralel to the 

life of Naim Efendi. The real life example corresponding to the mansion mentioned in 

the novel is the mansion located in H . The typology, usage and the 

location is similar with the one mentioned in the novel. Although the certain date of 

construction  the mansion is assumed to be built before the 19th century for 

it carries the character of the mentioned era. The owner of the mansion  It 

was a three-storied mansion but the uppermost storey was demolished later on and the 

cumba of the middle room became baroque consoles in the 19th century.  
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Figure 4.20 . ( Source: Eldem 1987, 91) 

Figure 4.21 . ( Source: Eldem 1987, p.92) 
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Figure 4.22.  First floor of  the ma 1987, p.92) 

Figure 4.23.  Second floor of  the ma 1987, p.92) 
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Figure 4.24.Facade of  the ma 1987, p.91) 

Figure 4.25 . ( Source: Eldem 1987, p.91) 

 Real life example corresponding to the apartment mentioned in the novel is the 

 Palas which . This is a 

prestigious structure of its time just like the one Servet Bey moved in.  It is designed by 

Italian architect Guilio Mongeri for Vincenzo Caivano who was a wealthy trader. 

Mongeri was influenced by the Palaces in Milano while designing the building. The 
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apartment consists of eight floors and 68 flats. It is the first apartment with a lift and it 

In our days, only the 

facade has remained original and it is used as a hotel. 

Figure 4.26 (Source: o-pera-istanbul.blogspot.com) 

Figure 4.27.  Plan of .( Source: Eren 2014) 
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Figure 4.28.  Elevation of .( Source: arkitera.com) 

4.3.  (1958) 

Akile Han m Soka  was a writer, an 

academician and a politician born in Istanbul in 1882. She graduated from 

American College for girls. She started to her writing career in 1908 and especially 

mentioned issues about woman rights. Her most well known works are the novels 

Ate ten Gömlek” (ordeal) and “Sinekli Bakkal” (grocery with flies). She took part in 

Independence War and gained many military degrees. After falling in a 

disagreement with the state, she went abroad in 1917 and stayed until 1939. After her 

return to Turkey, she became the Head of the British Philology Department in Istanbul 

University. She ended her short political career by resigning from Democratic Party and 

died in 1964. 

Akile Han m Soka (Miss Akile Street) was first published in Hayat 

(life) journel during 1957-1958 and published as a book in 1958. The novel consists of 

three independent parts which involve different lives took part in the same 

neighbourhood. The author s aim is to reflect the transformation the Turkish society 

went through during th relations built upon modern life has been 
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differences between generations, changes in clothing and the positive-negative sides of 

modernism.

4.3.1. Summary 

raised by her aunt; she was well educated and raised with Western culture. She lived in 

business Nermin decides to spend 

her time in her yavru

konak neighbourhood. 

Nermin finds this street different from any other streets; she began observing 

this neighbourhood for she always wanted to write since she was a child 

51).She was especially curious about the red mansion located across the white mansion. 

This red mansion was constructed a hundred years ago by an Italian architect. Its last 

owner was a ba mabeyci during Abdulhami

died very young and he had no children so his only heir was Doctor 

ion as a clinic.  a student in medical 

school, was the assistant of Sadri Bey and she also lived in this mansion 

53). The five rooms on ground floor were -

Bey as well .She came to Istanbul 

from Varna when she was a child ( . Her father bought a house and six 

stores in Fatih but they were all destroyed in the great fire . Akile 

as also a wise woman so the whole 

Muhtar Han m

41).

from Bolu and moved in with her aunt. They lived in an apart where

they also worked; her aunt went to the floors for cleaning and her  husband 

her aunt .  Madam Karamanis who 

lived in the second floor. She was deeply affected by this woman who was a wife of a 
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trader who became bankrupt .

Greek family so she was forced to change her job by her family. Turkish Families were 

but they were also under the effect of the modern world, 

more appropriate to settle her next to a Turkish family in Istanbul side. (The historical 

peninsula is named as Istanbul in literature) -157).She started to work 

-

of the hous rslan was an architect-engineer who 

graduated from a technical university and had chances to take part in etudes in 

Germany, France, England and even America . He lived with his 

family in a wooden house which can be named as a mansion. Ay

Sadi and acts like a traditional woman in order to attract his attention but this does not 

give result and Sadi marries another woman suicide. 

4.3.2. Analysis of the Novel 

Akile Han m Soka nalysed basing on ten aspects suggested by 

4.3.2.1. Physical Aspects 

The physical aspects of the houses were frequently mentioned throughout the 

which was red brick, and the 

w which involved the red mansion saw gardens, small mosques and 

houses from backyard while only saw the street from the front. The backside view of the 

row including the white mansion was weird; it saw narrow and irregular ramps, old 

huts, ruins  and the sea beyond these constructions .In the 

traditional era, it was hard to distinguish between houses of a wealthy and a poor family 

by simply examining the facades and the fundamental principles of the house. Even if 

number of the rooms and quality of materials vary the main characters of the buildings 

1985). 
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Beyond the garden door of the red mansion, two marble stairs reached to a 

marble stair head which led to the inner door of the mansion. The eave above the stair 

head

pergola in Romeo and Juliet play .

We can say that a functional design was prevail in these traditional houses, for 

example, there was a shortcut stair down from the dining room to the ground-

floor, where the kitchen and the other service units were located .

Another house depicted was the house Sadi Arslan lived with his family, this 

was a wooden house which can be defined as a mansion . He had a 

bedroom with scenery of islands on the third floor where he read and studied 

1958, 149).This was a multifunctional room for it involved a bath and space to sit 

besides sleeping .The selaml k section was given for rent to another 

family which became common in those days. 

Besides these traditional houses, the novel also involves houses belong to the 

new era. One of them was the apartment 

example belonged to Hamdi Sonsuz, a building contractor and an architect, who Sadi 

a

first floor of the apartment and spared the second floor for his guests. This second floor 

was pretty large; it involved two saloons and a dining room .  Ismail 

Bey, who is also a building contractor, owned an apartment in Taksim which was four 

storied. He lived in the first floor and gave the rest floors for rent. A doorman opened 

the door of the apartment while another servant welcomes to the floor. The saloon was 

furnished with stylish and fancy furniture. He dressed as a modern person and so did his 

house involved modern features .

From these examples, we may say that the hierarchy between floors are opposite 

between the traditional and modern houses. In the traditional houses, the first floor was 

less important which was the space for the servants and service units while the second 

floor was usually for the guests and the rest floors involved the rooms of the households 

but in the modern houses the first floor becomes the place for the owners of the 

apartment or the grownups of the family, like in the example Cevdet Bey ve 

O ullar
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New housing solutions for the ere an 

important issue for Serin Esen the Niece of Hamdi Sonsuz. She had a project that was to 

apply the new type apartments in Turkey which were popular in America at time. It was 

to ease the life of working woman. These were apartments with one roomed floors 

which consisted of one large room and an entrance. Cabinets with different functions 

were lined up (reminds the multifunctional room of the traditional houses).When the 

button was switched on one of the cabinets turned into bed. The furniture was mobile; 

bed can be folded up parallel to the wall. Other cabinets involved usages such as bath, 

laundry, toilet, kitchen etc. In the first floor, there was a common area to keep the tools 

for laundry, ironing and 

Istanbul and then in Anatolia. Sadi promises to help her in Istanbul but underlines that 

the other provinces were very different than Istanbul -224).  

4.3.2.2. Household Activities 

The novel refers to a transitional period, so mixed features were apparent in the 

behaviours of the people which also affected their surroundings. Red mansion was one 

of these houses which involved mixed features such as the usage of modern furniture 

besides the traditional furnishing elements like divan-sedir.

The multifunctional rooms which are specified within the traditional houses 

were still available but mostly seen in the places which belonged to the servants and 

maids. For example, Akile Han room and adds; 

Come in, come in... Forgive! This is my guest room, it is as well my room, my kitchen, 
and my laundry room ...  interesting room ... a couch across the door and his son 
sitting on it had stood up and showed me space. Water jug, laundry pile, gas stove. 
There was everything to meet the daily needs of a woman.16

16 , Akile Han m Soka ,p. 65.

.”
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multifunctional; there was a sedir where she used for sitting during the day while she 

slept at night .

, welcomed her guests in a plain 

but comfortable room. It was furnished without relying on any style and was 

unpretentious. It represented the peaceful life of its owners and the only aim was to 

provide comfort for the guests. There was a long cushion across the entrance which 

could be preferred to divan in the alafranga (European) houses because it can serve to 

more people, they can lean on their back and they can freely put their feet on the floor.    

Opposite to this plain house of , the houses owned by the new 

bourgeoisie class were usually very grandiose and functionalism was ignored. For 

example the apartment floor Ismail Bey owned in Taksim was one of these houses;  

Ornate room with stylish ware. Gilded chairs, writings on the walls hanged on top of 
each other and a lot of photographs of Ismail Bey. A flamboyant portrait of him wearing 
a frock was hanged on the wall against the door .17

4.3.2.3. Settlement the Housing Creates 

The mentioned street is located in Laleli. The legal name of the street was 

, however its old name was preferred among the residents. 

Author defines this street as a democratic playground for the children who came from 

the mansions, apartments and squatters house .

The houses in this street were a composition of  new and old 

Hilton caricatures , a definition the author uses for the apartments 

which are six or seven storey with maximum two meter facade width, were spread 

17 , Akile Han m Soka ,p. 
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between the old houses (with bay windows and cages) which were about to fade away. 

This street was an exhibition area that held the last three or four hundred years styles 

.

4.3.2.4. External Relations 

In the past, selaml k section of the house could be used as a place for man to deal 

with his work but in time the working space became apart from the house, so the houses 

remained only as a place to live. From the examples in this novel, we can see that the 

, because it had 

a separate entrance which avoided them to interrupt each other. In its previous usage 

this separate entrance was to avoid the strangers from the harem section. 

ra supplied more freedom to women than 

Istanbul. Nermin was able to go to opera, theatre etc and was able to walk freely in the 

streets of Ankara but this  Istanbul. Woman spent most of their time 

in their houses, so these houses had every facility to answer their needs 

49). The street was defined as a show of varied lives that entertains this woman. The 

street sellers are their connection with external life .

The apartments were places with much more privacy and thus people only 

visited each other when they were invited. The neighbours had less information about 

each other. One o dialogue with 

her neighbours. The Turkish families watched from behind the lives of the two Greek 

families with interest .

4.3.2.5. Classification in the Society 

Two mansions located on the street corner were specialized with their size. 

These were bigger than the rest of the houses and they seem to belong to noble families. 

This verifies that neighbourhoods 

different social conditions had the chance to live together. The differences between the 
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houses which belong to wealthy and poor families were usually the size. Wealthy 

families owned bigger houses with more rooms .

The ground floor of the traditional houses was the place for the servants and 

maids, who entered upstairs only if they had to serve. They could only freely enter to 

every room of the house when the general cleaning was done which was in a certain day 

of the week. The visitors of these people were not allowed to go upstairs 

65).

The time of the novel covers the years of high migration. Many families came 

from the rural areas to the cities and the lucky ones settled into the basements of the 

new apartments in which they also worked as a doorman. Each member of the family 

joined the work. The rest of the immigrants, which were less lucky, rented rooms to live 

in. The rooms of big houses were given for families to rent. Many families lived 

together in these houses and all the family members continued their life in a single 

room. All the rooms opened to the sofa which was their common space 

197).

The apartments were places representing modern life so the dwellers were 

usually the wealthy families from minorities and the new bourgeoisie class. The 

 first 

owners of the apartments. The two floors of the mentioned apartment belonged to 

families from bourgeoisie class and the remaining two floors belonged to two Greek 

families .

Only the historical peninsula was named as Istanbul and defined as an anti- 

a European lifestyle. We can understand this 

Greek family. The Turkish 

families were able to give more payment especially the 

decides that it is much more appropriate to settle her next to a Turkish family in Istanbul 

(corresponds to historical peninsula) -157).

house in Laleli which she found anti-modern. 
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4.3.2.6. Material and Technology 

The material of the red mansion was red brick from which it gained its name and 

the white mansion was made of wood .

Information about the material is about the ta l k of the red mansion; two marble 

stairs reached to a marble stair-head which leads to the inner door of the mansion 

.

Concrete was a new material for the old generation. Sadi wanted to repair some 

parts of the wooden house which he and his family lived in. Especially the stairs needed 

to be repaired with concrete but his father rejected the idea and said that he could 

construct a concrete house for himself after he gets married , 148). 

Parquet is a new material as well which is seen in the apartment floor belong to 

Madam Karamanis .

The technology used in the houses which Serin Esen wanted to apply in Turkey 

 technology to fold up beds, etc). 

4.3.2.7. Internal Relations 

It is obvious that the family structure has changed because living apart from the 

parents has become one of the first conditions for marriage. We can see several 

examples of it; one of them being 

. Later on this marriage comes to an end like many other marriages 

since divorce had lately increased. With the increase of the divorces apartment floors 

and studio type flats became more required .

We lived in a community which seemed to have forgotten that family was a holy 

institution. The nests said to have ever been smoking in the past nowadays were 
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burning out one by one like a match puffed18.

situation and claimed that people were changing partners as if changing clothes 

1958, 68).

The physical separation of harem-selam procedure was no longer available but 

the guests still spent their time similar to this practice. .We may say 

that a rapid change can be possible in physical features but abandoning the old traditions 

takes time. By abandoning the harem-

place which the owners gave to rent for other families. This has slightly helped the 

housing problem in Istanbul which started to face a high population problem. It is 

underlined in the novel that these sections of the houses were given to rent for very less 

amounts as the  rather it was to keep the large 

mansions crowded .The change of the family structure caused this 

situation because extended families were no longer available. The children only shared 

the same house with their parents until they get married. 

4.3.2.8. Meanings and Beliefs  

the meanings and beliefs attached to the 

house but in general, we may say that the apartment represented the modern lifestyle. 

The houses with collective life were not preferred within the Ottoman society which 

gave importance to family privacy. Collective life also corresponded to poverty but with 

the Westernization process, it started to be adopted as a sign for wealth and modernity 

 2010).The new bourgeoisie class preferred these apartments in order to gain 

prestige.

Mukaddes Ha welcomed her guests in a plain 

but a comfortable room. It was furnished without relying on any style and was 

unpretentious. It represented the peaceful life of its owners and the only aim was to 

provide comfort for the guests. 

18 Akile Han m Soka ,p. 68
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The space people spend time reflects their features,  room was depicted 

as: 

This was a plain furnished room. However
showed that who was living there had a more sensitive and lovely personality than it 
seemed. Curtains, with red and white flower on blue fabric. The 
which served as a bed at night time was also from the same fabric.19

4.3.2.9. Habits of the Society 

The period mentioned in the novel was under the effect of Westernization. A 

professor who was invited to the white mansion described the situation of the society 

and stated that  created an awkward society while trying to westernize the orient 

nations .

While the physical environments were changing rapidly, the habits of the society 

remained the same for a long time. For example, 

guests and Sadi entered the room, he saw that his mother was on the cushion with other 

women while his father was drinking with his friends on the table and thought to 

himself;  the past the harem–selam sections were apart but now this tradition 

( .

Some houses have accepted alafranga lifestyle while some were insistently 

trying to protect their traditions besides another group which was struggling between 

these two norms

both. There were houses including modern features but the household activities were 

traditional, while the opposite can also been seen. This is understood from the thoughts 

of Mary Jones stating that 

19 , Akile Han m Soka , p.
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street and the houses are different from ours, the people inside them are very familiar

.

The houses involved mixed features such as the usage of furniture besides the 

traditional furnishing like divan and sedir. The transformation from the old to the 

modern is apparent; the sand k odas  (chest room) was transformed into a hamam with a 

modern bath inside it, however the water was still heated with fire  .

Organizing a kabul günü (day to accept guests) fortnightly became a fashion. 

Wealthy people accepted their guests in these certain days. Some, like Hamdi Sonsuz, 

prepared these organizations in hotels. Divan Hotel and Hilton Hotel were the ones 

preferred for these invitations. Especially Hilton was preferred as the waiters had 

graduated from ecnebi mektebi (foreigner school) they knew a foreign language which 

was the sign of being a European .

4.3.2.10. Legal Regulations 

No remarkable information has been determined about the legal regulations. 

4.3.3. General Outlook to the Novel 

This is a novel based on different li

architectural styles which makes it worth analysing. The author defines this street as a 

democratic playground for the children who came from the mansions, apartments and 

squatters house. All these children with different clothes and conditions met in this 

street .

is a district in Fatih. One side of 

concrete and regular feature among all those other irregular streets. The reason for this 

uniqueness was explained with a gossip which spread among the neighbours that a 

friend of an important position holder lived in this street and these regulations were to 

welcome his visitors .
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A real life example corresponding to the mansions mentioned in the novel is the 

Selim Bey Mansion, which dates back to the last period of the Ottoman Empire. It is 

located behind a neighbourhood of Fatih 

District. It is a four-storey building with a rectangular, rational form. Unfortunately, no 

information were found about the construction date of Selim Bey Mansion but similar 

examples which were constructed with reinforced concrete and masonry together were 

usually seen in the beginning of the 20th century .

Figure 4.29.  Selim Bey Mansion.  2015) 

          

Figure 4.30.  Basement floor plan of Selim Bey Mansion. (Source : )
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Figure 4.31.  Ground floor plan of Selim Bey Mansion. (Source : 

Figure 4.32.  First floor plan of Selim Bey Mansion. (Source : )
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Figure 4.33.  Second floor plan of Selim Bey Mansion. (Source : )

Figure 4.34.  Third  floor plan of Selim Bey Mansion. (Source : )
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Figure 4.35.  Interior space of Selim Bey Mansion. (Source : 2015) 

A real life example corresponding to the apartment mentioned in the novel is the 

Grand Zarifi Apartment was one of the earliest samples of 

apartment building typology. It is a unique example and reflects the apartment design 

concept of its time, with its space organization, construction materials and details. The 

architect Dimitrios Panayotides designed this house for the Zarifi family who was 

Greek. There is no information regarding its year of construction but it can be 

approximately dated back to 1858  1883. Grand Zarifi Apartment has a ground floor 

and five upper floors. There are three flats on the fifth floor and two flats on all the 

other floors. 
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Figure 4.36.  Grand Zarifi Apartment. (Source : pek2015) 

Figure 4.37.  Interior spaces of Grand Zarifi Apartment. (Source : )
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Figure 4.38.  Site Plan of Grand Zarifi Apartment. (Source : )

Figure 4.39.  Plan of Grand Zarifi Apartment. (Source : )
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Figure 4.40.  A-A Sectionof Grand Zarifi Apartment (Source : )

Figure 4.41.  Elevationof Grand Zarifi Apartment (Source : 
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4.4. Aylaklar (1965) 

Melih Cevdet Anday (1915-2002) Aylaklar  was a poet 

and a novelist who lived in Istanbul until he started his education in Ankara in Gazi 

High school. He first abandoned the faculty of law and then the faculty of Language 

History and geography in Ankara University. He went to Belgium for sociology 

education but had to return to his country after the start of the World War II. He worked 

in the Ministry of Education in various positions. He usually examines subjects such as 

poverty and injustice in his works (Biyografi n.d.). 

“Aylaklar” is a well-known novel of Melih Cevdet Anday. The collapse of the 

mansion life is the prior subject in this novel. This is a story about a spread of a family 

in which the change in the society and the family structure is well analysed. The 

household individuals are people without any job or profession. Differences between 

generations are frequently emphasized. The chosen space in the first section is the 

mansion while the second part starts in a new house with a new lifestyle. 

Figure 4.42.Family Tree of the 

4.4.1. Summary 

ame from a noble family and she was married to Davut Bey. 

Day by day they lost their wealth but they kept on living in luxury.  was 
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the ruler of the house and they all spent ed by 

selling the properties left from her father. No one in the family had a certain job or a 

profession. Besides the family members there were other households such as 

Bey, a childhood friend of Davut Bey, who spent all his fortune and started living with 

this family.   Nesime and a friend of Muammer, all lived together 

in a kiosk  This kiosk was built , one of the 

important pharmacists .

ed her daughters to get married with wealthy men to 

guarantee their future. Pakize fell 

prevented this marriage and Pakize got married with a  but she died just 

after she gave birth to her son Muammer. Galip continued living with his  parents 

after her death.  

Years later, Muammer married Ayla with a spectacular wedding which 

worsened the condition of the family. One day a levy officer came to their house and 

they found out that the house was sold according to their debts. They moved into an 

apartment floor with seven rooms located in the backstreet of the mansion which Galip 

Bey had secretly bought years ago. The new leader of this new house was now 

Ayla(Anday 1965, 226-227). 

The new owner of the mansion who was a trader demolished the mansion to 

build an apartment; this event . After a while 

also died which was the end of one generation. The family 

members started to become apart after these events. Nesime found a job and moved out 

yla also left the house for Muammer found out the relationship 

between them. Only Muammer and his aunt were left in the house but after a while 

Muammer also left the house because he s behaviour. A period of 

mansions had faded away while the extended family torn apart. 

4.4.2. Analyses of the Novel 

Tekeli.
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4.4.2.1. Physical aspects 

The mansion was a three-storey mansion which was also defined as a 

kiosk for these two typologies were very similar involving only few differences. While 

looking from outside, it was hard to believe that people lived in this house because it 

was almost a ruin, but from inside it was in better condition. Still it needed a repair and 

the expensive furniture had become old. It had eighteen rooms but three or four rooms 

were out of use. The kitchen and the rooms of the servants were on the ground floor 

which had a huge stone ta l k. The service spaces opened to this ta l k and there were 

also barns on this ground floor. The maid had a room in the ground floor while the cook 

was staying in a separate room in the kitchen which had a separate entrance and only 

one wall was adjacent to the mansion. Kitchen was usually built apart from the house to 

avoid from the fire however in later stages it is integrated to the house (Kuban, 1995). 

The material of the walls of the first floor was stone, while the upper floors were 

out of wood. This material also helped to provide security and privacy to the ground 

floor. This is a typical feature of the traditional houses which were closed to the outside 

world with windows opening to the street 1985).It is accepted that the 

first floor is the main floor of the building and it has a typical plan which involves 

specialised places like the guest room (B 2007).Dining room was also in this first 

floor of the kiosk which was the place where the family members came together. 

The biggest room of the traditional houses was 

named as the ba oda (main room) and it belonged to owner of the house which is the 

eldest parents .

Galip,  (Anday 1965, 27). Eldem notes 

that in the 19th century the differences between the main and other remaining floors 

decreased and became similar (Eldem 1954). 

The Sultan had some suggestions for Pasha; one of the important 

pharmacists , about the construction of the mansion so the Pasha had a 

thought that one day the Sultan will come to visit his house. The design of the mansion 

was made according to this thought and it was built with great attention. Pasha 

watched every stage of the construction and even gave the order to be demolished three 
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times when it was half built. The interior design was made by an Italian artist and the 

furniture was also brought from Italy (Anday 1965, 29). 

The complaints of Leman  determine the differences between the 

traditional houses and the new apartments. 

apartments? She asked and added; they are squeezing the people as if there is no place 
20

Later on, the family moved into an apartment floor with seven rooms located in 

the backstreet of the mansion. The number of rooms was usually abundant in the first 

The transformation in 

the family structure took time. 

4.4.2.2. Household activities  

Determining the daily routines of the family members and considering these 

while planning the house was one of the main principles of the traditional house. Firstly 

the rooms were created basing on the daily needs and then the rooms came together 

with varied principles and created the traditional  But with 

the changes in the family structure and the lifestyle some spaces became out off use. 

Pasha was dying out so did the life inside it. Maids and 
servants used to live in this ground floor. Noise of the footsteps on the stairs leading up 
to the floors never stopped. The halls, sofas and rooms were not empty as nowadays. It 
seemed as if that crowd was heating up the mansion. Youth, joy, hope and love were all 
overflowing from everywhere. 

20Melih Cevdet Anday, Aylaklar,p. 249. 
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The songs and the instruments were heard. Marriages, engagements, circumcision 
ceremonies, feasts, k na geceleri (henna nights) and mevlitler (ritual in Islamic religion) 
cheered up the mansion one after another and always kept it alive and active.21

The number of the family members who lived together lessened. The 

expenditure of the traditional houses became much for a nuclear family to afford. Most 

of these houses which are located in the city centres were sold to building contractors in 

order to be demolished to build an apartment. 

, the solution to revive the mansion was new marriages and 

births. More people meant more joy as she was used to extended families (Anday 1965, 

139). Leman  if our number will decrease, this house will collapses upon us 

quickly. If we' are crowded and cheerful, we will keep the roof up. They cannot easily 

throw us out. 22Probably she wanted to fill in the gap created with the servants and 

maids who were sent from the house (Anday 1965, 143). 

Ayla and Muammer got married with a wedding in the kiosk 

house was deeply 

cleaned and the furniture got repaired. A new bedroom was prepared for the new 

married couple (Anday 1965, 152). 

How much she tries, the grandeur of the mansion started to lessen day by day. 

The mansion started to require repairment. First the heating problem occurred. It was 

hard to heat the huge sofa and corridors because of the air passing through the holes 

occurred in the gaps between the windows and the wall. The most of the servants were 

21Melih Cevdet Anday, Aylaklar,p.

22Melih Cevdet Anday, Aylaklar,p.
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gone so the extra work the house required cannot be met. The household started to join 

the housework (Anday 1965, 64). 

4.4.2.3.  Settlement the housing creates 

No remarkable information has been determined about the settlement the 

housing creates. 

4.4.2.4. External relations 

No remarkable information has been determined about the external relations.  

4.4.2.5. Construction material and technology 

There is less information about the material and technology but we may 

underline that the material of the first floor walls was stone, while the upper floors were 

wood. This material provided security and privacy for the ground floor which is a 

typical feature of the traditional houses. The ground floor was closed to the outside 

world and usually had no windows on the ground floor.

Instead of an advance in the building technology, the decoration and orientation 

elements became important in the house design with the effect of Westernization. The 

interior design gained prominence. Imported materials and design approaches had 

become prevail. 

4.4.2.6. Internal relations of the house 

, the existence of the big family structure was based on 

economic reasons. One reason was the low income which causes the family members to 

come together in order to share the expenditure of the house. Another reason was that 
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the wealthy families avoided from separating to nuclear families in order to keep the 

capital together and continue its growth 03).The family mentioned in this 

novel fits in the second definition but in time when the fortune is no longer available 

this family starts to spread.  

Another reason for the spread of the extended family is the effect of the 

individualisation. Bey underlines this individualisation among the new 

generation and states; 

- Young people have no social ideals, he said. That is the point. They  think about 
their surroundings, their country and their people; they regard themselves as 
independent. Yet human is a social animal ...23

"Traditional house is the place of pre-individualized person." It can reflect the 

social status of the owner but it does not involve his/her preferences. With modernism, 

interior space is equipped with goods and outdoor is filled with imagery due to the 

tendency of "showing personal tastes" (Tanyeli  2005). 

The new generation was also effected by how the parents in Europe treated their 

children. These also has a affect in the usage of the house because they believe the child 

should have a room on his own and when he gets older they should move in to another 

house when they get married (Anday 1965, 155). 

, the child will not cry ... If 
s/he cries then I will let her/him cry... S/he will cry for one day or two and then stops. 
All Europeans, Americans do it this way. The child uses the love of the mother, wants 
to catch it by the weak ... They also must have a separate room. I'm going to give them 
to college: if they get married, they should move in a separate house, I  want them 
next to me. After Muammer becomes a lawyer I will also move into a separate house. I 

beautiful woman on the road, I'll show her to him myself ... If the kiosk will be sold I 
will buy a floor with our part. I have children, I have to think the future.24

23Melih Cevdet Anday, Aylaklar,p. 85.

24Melih Cevdet Anday, Aylaklar,p. 155. 
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Apartments were appropriate for the one who expected privacy. Some illegal 

groups had the chance to meet in these places (Anday 1965, 129). 

The mansion omposed of three storeys had no separate service spaces on each 

floor, so the floors are not independent. Service spaces are usually located at the entry 

level. It involves a collective life that consists of family members.  

The members of the house were missing the mansion because they were able to 

find places to stay alone but here everyone was always next to each other. Leman 

and Davut Bey, Muammer and Ayla 

their own rooms. A big dining room was the place where they came together.  

The numbers of rooms were usually a lot in the first apartments because the 

(Anday 1965, 249). 

4.4.2.7. Classification within the society 

The new era caused shifts in the classification of the society and the ones once 

(Anday 1965, 68) and the traders were the owners of it. 

Tradesmen grumbled behind the nobles: Your father's being pasha will not make 

money, work and be a man! Money had become the new god of society.25

she found them less elegant (Anday 1965, 70). 

                                                                                                                                                        

Muammer a

25Melih Cevdet Anday, Aylaklar,p.  para 
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4.4.2.8. Meanings and beliefs attached to the house 

The mansion was the symbol of the ancestry of 

long as the mansion remains (Anday 1965, 81).Leman  if our number will 

decrease, this house will collapse upon us quickly. If we' are crowded and cheerful, we 

will keep the roof up. They cannot easily throw us out.26

Our real mansion had now collapsed  claimed Muammer upon the death of his 

grandmother.  She was the sun of the solar system and with her death all of the members 

of the house were spread apart (Anday 1965, 285). 

The collapse of the mansion and the Ottoman Empire is defined parallel. The 

household  know how the needs of the house were supplied so did the noble 

families of the Ottoman Empire. Even the politicians were not aware of most things; for 

example, World War I (Anday 1965, 236). 

The mansion was demolished. I was so sorry the day I saw it. This place, the mansion 
where all my childhood passed, was very strong inside me..... A house which all people 
and belongings taken out of it looks like a dead person. The window gaps of the kiosk 
looked like open eyes of a dead looking to an unknown direction....The planks were 

ey, my mother, my aunt and mine were being erased. So an era was 
closing. An apartment would rise in this place in a few months, an apartment which will 
seem very wild and too cold for us. So, houses, generations and memories were 
changing in fifty years. Everything starts again ... So does life start from the beginning? 
No, it keeps on going by changing itself. I'm not like this demolished mansion or a 
piece of wood. I will change with the changing life and obey it thus I will find 
immortality27.

26Melih Cevdet Anday, Aylaklar,p. biz de 

.

27Melih Cevdet Anday, Aylaklar,p.
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4.4.2.9. Habits of the society 

We are the people of a ruined period (Anday 1965, 82) claimed as 

follows: "The Ottoman Empire also collapseddown like this;we 

salaries were paid with the taxes of the villagers. We thought that the state had money in 

a corner and gave it from that."28

needs of the house 

were supplied (Anday 1965, 33). 

Only Galip Bey had spared money and bought an apartment floor to move in 

about the fortune but everyone thought that a huge amount of money should have been 

left to her. But after the constitutionalism behaviour of spending the fortune without 

thinking their end (Anday 1965, 33). 

expenditure of the mansion. She was afraid that their living conditions will change. 

Most of the servants were sent but still the luxury was continuing (Anday 1965, 42). 

4.4.2.10. Legal regulations 

No remarkable information was found about the legal regulations yet a mistake 

has been determined. The author claims that the new owner of the mansion aimed to 

demolish the mansion and built an apartment in order to sell floor by floor (Anday 1965, 

220).But the law of property ownership has been dismissed for the whole apartment 

belonged to one person and selling the floors se

because the law which opened the way to floor ownership was declared in 1965.But as 

novels are fiction, 

28Melih Cevdet Anday, Aylaklar,p. 236. 
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4.4.3. General Outlook to the Novel 

This novel is especially based on the transformation from the traditional house to 

the apartment so it involves rich aspects related to domestic architecture. The economic 

conditions are considered as the primary catalyser upon this transformation. This point 

of view differentiates this novel from the others in which the transformation is usually 

mentioned upon the cultural assimilation.  

The mansion depicted 

a kiosk. A real life example corresponding to this mansion is the kiosk of Mahmut 

garden at District, in Istanbul. It is believed that it was 

designed by an Italian architect for a Levantine family. The mansion was bought by the 

Princess Nimetullah, the 

mansion between the years 1897-1956. Later 

on, the kiosk was used as an education building. The mansion had three entrances and 

the garden including  (field the horse walks), stables, a green 

house, a kitchen, a refectory and many trees.(Ekdal 1976) 

Figure 4.43.  The kiosk of Mahmut Muhtar Pasha. (Source : 2006 ) 
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Figure 4.44.  The kiosk of Mahmut Muhtar Pasha. (Source : )

Figure 4.45.  Interior space of the kiosk of Mahmut Muhtar Pasha. (Source : 

)
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Figure 4.46.  Interior spaces of the kiosk.(Source : )

Figure 4.47.  Basement floor plan of the kiosk. (Source : )
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Figure 4.48.  Ground floor plan of the kiosk. (Source : )

Figure 4.49.  First floor plan of the kiosk (Source : )
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Figure 4.50.  Second floor plan of the kiosk (Source : )

Figure 4.51.  2-2 Secton of the kiosk (Source : Defne )
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Figure 4.52.  North Elevation of the kiosk (Source : )

A real life example corresponding to the apartment mentioned in the novel is the 

Tevfik Tura Apartment, which is located i

Neighborhoo .

This

apartment buildings began to rise in Galata-Pera region of Istanbul in the second half of 

the 19th century due to socio-economical impacts, first apartment buildings of the Asian 

Tevfik Tura Apartment, known as Demirciyan Apartment at the time it was 

built, belonged to Armenian Demirciyan family. Its architect is unknown. Although no 

information could be found about its construction date it is assumed to be constructed in 

1909. It is known that in 1920s, some Armenian properties were given to the families of 

Turkish high rank officers and adjutants. The new owner of the apartment was Tevfik 

Tura, who is presumed to be the deputy governor of his time, around 1950s. Art 

Nouveau and Baroque can be traced both on the main facades which can be named as 

eclectic style in general.  
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Figure 4.53.  Tevfik Tura Apartment in 1954. 2016) 

Figure 4.54.  Site Plan of Tevfik Tura Apartment. (Source : )
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Figure 4.55.  Basement Floor Plan of Tevfik Tura Apartment. (Source : )

Figure 4.56.  Ground Floor Plan of Tevfik Tura Apartment (Source : )

Figure 4.57.  First Floor Plan of Tevfik Tura Apartment. (Source : )
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Figure 4.58.  Second Floor Plan of Tevfik Tura Apartment. (Source : )

Figure 4.59.  Third  Floor Plan of Tevfik Tura Apartment. (Source : )

Figure 4.60.  Fourth Floor Plan of Tevfik Tura Apartment. (Source : )
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Figure 4.61.  LastFloor Plan of Tevfik Tura Apartment. (Source : )

Figure 4.62. West  Elevation of Tevfik Tura Apartment. (Source : )
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Figure 4.63. Section of Tevfik Tura Apartment. (Source : )

Figure 4.64. Interior spaces  of Tevfik Tura Apartment. (Source : )
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4.5.  (1982) 

Orhan Pamuk Cevdet Bey ve O ullar  was born in 

Istanbul in 1952. He graduated from the American College and studied architecture in 

Istanbul Tecnical University for three years but he decided to become a novelist and 

abondaned architecture course at the age of 23 (Official web site of Orhan Pamuk n.d.).  

He started to his writing career in 1974 and his other well known novels are “Benim 

Ad m K rm z ”( My Name is Red) and Masumiyet Müzesi” (The Museum of 

Innocence). He gained many awards, one being the Nobel prize he received in 2006. His 

books have been translated to many languages and published in more than a hundred 

countries. 

“Cevdet Bey ve O ullar ”  which was first 

Karanl k ve I k (1979  (Darkness and light) and gained 

Milliyet Literary Prize and later received the Orhan Kemal Novel prize.The story of 

Cevdet Bey and his sons have similarities with the life of Orhan Pamuk. He also had a 

wealhty family who lived in  which he mentioned Istanbul

Ahmet ,the grandchild of Cevdet Bey, represents Orhan Pamuk. 

The novel Cevdet Bey ve O ullar ” gives important information about the 

transformation the Turkish society went through during the years between 1905 and 

1970. According to the novel, this transformation of the society was mostly caused by 

the Westernization process. The story covers the lives of the three generations of a 

family. First part is mostly about Cevdet Bey and his future plans while the second part 

mentions about his childrens life. On the last section the grandchildren of Cevdet Bey 

takes the scene.  

Figure 4.65. The Family Tree of Cevdet Bey and His Family 
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4.5.1. Summary 

Cevdet Bey was a young merchant who came to Istanbul with his father after the 

death of his mother. He had a dream of owning a big modern family, a family similar to 

the  French families which he had read in books. In order to achieve this goal he wanted 

actually d

merchants like the rest of the aristocrats but after loosing their wealth he was aiming to 

ensure their future with this marriage.  

 married and start to live in the mansion which 

their

were born. Following the marriages of Osman and Refik, they became a big family 

which was the desire of Cevdet Bey; but with the effects of Westernization and 

individualisation some family members fell apart in time. After the death of Cevdet 

Bey, 

ted this 

request as she thought that keeping the family together will keep them away from being 

Cihangir.  

Years later, the mansion rtment 

was built instead. Family members lived in each floor in their own private spaces. This 

apartment may be seen to be an intersection between the traditional-modern housing and 

extended family-nuclear family. The novel ends with the death of Nigan Han

marks the end of one generation. 

4.5.2. Analyses of the Novel 
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4.5.2.1. Physical Aspects 

The novel involves many descriptions about the physical aspects of many 

the modern life. The design of the house is depicted to the reader during the first visit of 

Cevdet Bey. The householder was a Jewish trader and the house was built by Armenian 

stone-masons.There were linden and chestnut trees in the garden. The garden gate and 

the house door were connected by a gravel path with rose bushes aside (Pamuk 1982, 

64).

The stone stairs in the entrance opened up to a wide hall. More than one room 

opened up to this hall. Cevdet Bey entered to the saloon and gazed around; Gilded 

chairs, carved armchairs, tables and so on. One of the rooms opened to this hall only 

included a piano, a stool and a chair. The ceilings where not high and the floors were 

parquet and dirty. The corners of the walls were adorned with bay branches, rose 

flowers and flying angels made of Plaster (Pamuk 1982, 65).

A wide and short corridor led to two empty rooms at the backside of the house. 

Another narrow and dark staircase was passed through to reach the second floor. The 

plan of the upper floor was same as the first floor. A bedroom was located at the 

backside with a big bed inside it. The rooms in the ground floor where small and had 

small windows. The rooms in the ground floor with small windows were reserved for 

servants. The toilet of this floor was also European style like the rest of the toilets. 

Service units such as the laundry room were on this floor and a wide kitchen opened up 

to the backyard (Pamuk 1982, 66). 

New floors or rooms were able to be annexed to the traditional houses when a 

member of the house got married. These constructions were usually done by the 

households. Cevdet Bey also added a floor to his house when Osman got married. (In 

1927) (Pamuk 1982, 106). 

Another mansion mentioned belongs to Sait Bey who was a friend of Cevdet 

Bey. This was a mansion 

who was a Pasha and a member of a noble family. The wedding of Cevdet Bey and 
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Cevdet Bey and invites his family. He welcomed them in the saloon which was 

specialised for the guests. This room had a wide cumba and high windows. It extended 

towards the garden which was surrounded by lime and chestnut trees like the rest of the 

 (Pamuk 1982, 222).Sait Bey mentions about the history of the 

mansion and how they transformed it into its existing look. It had cost a lot to change 

the sofa of the selaml k into a saloon. The floor coverings were completely renewed and 

some walls were demolished but they still managed to conserve the old traces. For him, 

it was possible to convert the old into new by being steady and skilful (Pamuk 1982, 

223).

The third part of the novel starts in the 1970s and by then, the mansion had been 

demolished and an apartment was replaced instead. Nigan 

of the old house and carried it to her own floor. They were all stuffed together and there 

was hardly any room to walk. The piano was now used as a table and on it there were 

precious porcelains, tea cups which no one was allowed to touch (Pamuk 1982, 573). 

This apartment is a typical example for the first family apartments. Members of 

the extended family live in each floor as a nuclear family. This lifestyle may be assumed 

as the transition form in the intersection of extended family and nuclear family for the 

members are still together but they live in their own private floors. In the family 

apartment mentioned in the novel;  and Osman

second floor while Nigan (Same hierarchy was seen in the 

traditional house)Besides the main entrance, there was another entrance opening from 

the kitchen into the house (Pamuk 1982, 575).There was a servant and a kitchen in each 

floor (Pamuk 

1982, 545). 

Ahmet, the grandchild of Cevdet Bey, lived on the last floor (penthouse) of this 

apartment. This was a small flat with two rooms. He spent his time alone in this floor 

except the meal times in which he joined to his grandma (Pamuk 1982, 544). 

4.5.2.2. Household Activities 

With the effect of Westernization, such units became anti-modern as alaturka

toilets. This issue has been mentioned more than once in the novel and meanings given 
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to spaces has been underlined. Cevdet Bey was portrayed as a person trying to build up 

a modern family although he  abandon his old habits. When he first bought the 

mansion the toilet in the ground floor was alafranga and he transformed it into alaturca

when he moved in. The alaturka toilet in the ground floor in which servants live was 

only used by Cevdet Bey and servants. (Pamuk 1982, 66). parate 

usage of the units while he was introducing his house in Sivas to Refik; 

Refik: "But my dad used it too," he said. As if he was apologizing. "And even when 
they bought the house, it was alafranga my dad changed it later."29

Another thing important here is that unlike the old examples here the toilet is 

inside the house and there other floors beside the ground floor also have a toilet. 

Wedding ceremonies were one of the activities which took part in the houses. 

For example, 

house. (Pamuk 1982, 222). The wedding of Perihan and Refik was also organised in the 

mansion.

The circumcision ceremonies of the grand children and the funeral ceremonies 

also took place in the house(Pamuk 1982, 474).

As guests always had an importance in the Turkish tradition, the guest rooms 

e

guests. This room had a wide cumba and high windows. It extended towards the garden 

which was surrounded with lime and chestnut trees, like the rest of the gardens in 

 (Pamuk 1982, 222).These pretty gardens added pleasure to the life of women 

which spent most of their time within the boundaries of the house.  

29Orhan Pamuk, Cevdet Bey ve O ullar ,p. 260. 
r
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The visitors were welcomed by the housemaids in front of the selaml k door. 

This was an entrance separate from the main entrance. The people who are not the 

members of the family entered to the house from these doors. 

We may say that a complex usage of modern and pre-modern furniture is 

apparent. Some traditions such as sleeping on the floor were abandoned for there were 

beds in the rooms with a long pillow for two people on the bed which is out of use in 

present (Pamuk 1982, 66). Sand k (chest) was used instead of cupboards (Pamuk 1982, 

198).

Divan was used besides armchair especially on the front of the cumba

Pasha was day napping (kaylule) at the time Cevdet Bey entered the room so we can say 

that Divan was used for sitting and also sleeping during the day (Pamuk 1982, 51). 

4.5.2.3. Settlement the Housing Creates 

The portrait of many settlements has been drawn in the novel; for example 

mansions with backyards, the trees in these gardens and the 

lime, chestnut trees on two sides of the streets were the green spaces of this 

neighbourhood. Children used to play in these gardens and it was also used for some 

functions like hanging clothes (Pamuk 1982, 64). 

bostanl k (kaleyard) 

and a field to grow strawberries. ot from the hills on the other 

side and built ni an ta (target stones) for remembrance. In time, some palaces and 

mosques were constructed then the kaleyards were ruined and mansions started to 

mansions were built a garden fashion has raised 

among the households (Pamuk 1982, 68). 

The gardener of the house Cevdet Bey visits to buy mentions about these 

previous conditions; 

"After these mansions were built the garden fashion spread. Wealthy people started to 
settle here and wooden mansion grow huger. Huge stables were built in the 
houses and two or three cars were placed in these stables. Coachmen, buyers, servants, 

s Jews, Armenians and merchants 
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came. They built stone and concrete structures. The trees were cut, the seedlings were 
removed, roads were opened, and there were no kale yards 30

nd

thinks they ruined the settlement with apartments and construction sites all around 

(Pamuk 1982, 507). 

new apartments, old houses, men wearing tie and everything.....People were returning to 

footboys, gardeners, charwomen, bankers, officers, tram passengers were turning to 
their homes.31

bir örnek evler

similar houses and similar lives. 

that all these houses and the lives were similar with each other; 

The shape of the houses, the small chimneys, the narrow balconies, the flags hanging 
from the balconies were always the same, but the gardens, the trees and the flowers 
were different. There were also differences among civil servants. Some were interested 
in trees, some grew plants some of them enclosed their gardens with walls , others bred 
chicken as the colonel neighbour did.32

30Orhan Pamuk, Cevdet Bey ve O ullar ,p. 68.

malar 

31Orhan Pamuk, Cevdet Bey ve O ullar ,p.

urlar, tramvay yolcu

32Orhan Pamuk, Cevdet Bey ve O ullar ,p.
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4.5.2.4. External Relations 

There  any specific information about the external relations of the house but 

we can say that the working space was apart from the house. Using the selaml k as a 

work space has been abandoned. Cevdet  workplace was in Sirkeci. 

The house was the private space for women while the public spaces were for 

men. Women had duties which took place in the house such as giving birth and raising 

the children while man had the responsibility of earning money for living. 

One of the places which they can visit was in 

Aunt Cemile; "It was the time that the war just broke in Europe, your mother, father, 
Tevfik Uncle, and I went to Beyoglu, no no it was a new restaurant in Tunnel ( can be 

place. Besides there were few 
places that us women could go in those times.33

time!" she said. Macide added: "There was also that famous club, but entering that club 
needed courage for ladies!" 34

Some neighbourhoods had close relationships among each other like Vefa, 

Haseki, while the districts which were influenced by the Western lifestyle were more 

individualised (Pamuk 1982, 20). 

33Orhan Pamuk, Cevdet Bey ve O ullar , p. 125. hmetli 

34Orhan Pamuk, Cevdet Bey ve O ullar ,p.
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4.5.2.5. Classification in the Society 

 Aristocrac sist the new conditions of the new era and they loosed 

their prestige in the society. A new class named bourgeoisie emerged which were the 

ones taking advantage of the crises and wars. This new class were the owners of the 

money, power and respect. This situation was an important turning point for the social 

structure which also had deep effects on architecture.  

 and Cihangir were once the places where the non-Muslims lived but in 

time the new bourgeois class preferred to live in these districts in order to become a part 

of this modern world. Such places like Vefa involved traditional lifestyles so Cevdet 

e the big modern 

family of his dreams. 

neighbourhood (Pamuk 1982, 

352). Muhittin, a friend of Refik, jokes about this issue while he also reflects the 

subconscious of the society; 

iktas
class). Besiktas has always remained beneath. In the past, our masters who were in 
Y ld  Barbaros added; "There used to be  now 
there are merchants (in  but there is nothing different in Besiktas!"35

Cihangir was another district which mostly the minorities lived and also 

represented the modern world. With the advent of the new bourgeoisie class the 

they thought it was the place for the upstart people;  

Refik said: "We found a very good house in Cihangir!" "We decided to rent it at the 
beginning of October." "That's the place of uncouth people!" Said  "Mom, 
it sees the Refik said. "Moreover, it has radiator. It sees the sea; it is a new, clean 
apartment block. " 36

35Orhan Pamuk, Cevdet Bey ve O ullar ,p. 230. 

arlar var. 

36Orhan Pamuk, Cevdet Bey ve O ullar , p. 509. 
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It was one of the places where the first apartments were built. Usually the non-

Muslims lived in these first apartments; 

He (Refik) walked in front of the apartment doors and wondered about the lives inside 
as he usually did, but he  find any clue because Greek was spoken in the most 
of the apartment floors.37

Some groups were p
Bu Heybeliada was left for the Turkish merchants.38

4.5.2.6. Material and Technology 

No remarkable information has been determined about the material and the 

building technology. 

4.5.2.7. Internal Relations 

 Extended family structure was prevalent in the Turkish tradition. This family 

structure consisted of grandparents, parents and the children. Economic independency 

could have taken role in this family structure but we may say that cultural factors are 

more efficient. The households were accustomed to this situation; every nuclear family 

had their own multi-functional room. With the effects of Westernisation, people became 

individualised and living together became a problem. We can trace this from the 

complaints of Perihan who is the daughter-in-law of Cevdet Bey.  

                                                                                                                                                        

37Orhan Pamuk, Cevdet Bey ve O ullar ,p.

38Orhan Pamuk, Cevdet Bey ve O ullar ,p.
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We are stuck in a room of a three-storey house which is like a coop... Anyway it is a 
mistake in this time to live in one house as an entire family.Everyone is watching each 
other carefully and when you try to do something it is immediately noticed andthatis 
why I'm sitting in this room in such a hot weather! 39

 s interfering between 

 (Pamuk 1982, 456).40

 This was the way the new generation thought and even Muhittin, a friend of 

Refik, suggested them to move to a separate house in order to solve some of their 

problems (Pamuk 1982, 234). 

Keeping the family together was very important for the elders who believed that 

living together was the only way to preserve it. One day, Osman mentioned about the 

preparations going on next door to build an apartment and claimed that they should also 

conversation passes between them ; 

Nigan: "Your father has a will that this house will not be demolished. My family 
used to live in big houses ... Not in piled boxes!....Everyone should care for each other; 

This is the right thing! .... 

Nigan: "I was cold because I did not pay attention to myself; 
issue again...." 41

When Refik mentioned their will of moving to another 

depressed. She struggled to understand the reason of this requirement and asks:

39Orhan Pamuk, Cevdet Bey ve O ullar ,p. 219. 

rip oturuyorum!" 

40Orhan Pamuk, Cevdet Bey ve O ullar ,p. 456. "Ben seninle birlikte olmak istiyorum!" dedi 

41Orhan Pamuk, Cevdet Bey ve O ullar ,p. 458. 

"Ben 
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"Mom,  not speak this issue now!" said Osman. "The room began to come small ... 
The child is growi

said: "Tell me... What does Perihan say? You were good 
friends with her ... She must have said something to you ..."  

Osman could not hold himself: "Then we will build an apartment like everyone else!" 
he said. 

 will build your apartment, after you sent me next to Cevdet Bey, " said Nigan 
42

out of the mansion, Perihan asked if they could take the cupboard next to the stairs. This 

confused Refik for it was new for him and he wrote in his diary; 

rather they belonged 
to the house. Someone or everyone could use it. But now the goods are shared as ours 
and theirs. For exa
have been using it for years. We do not have a dining table either. Mum is so angry 
within the way the things are being divided; she makes a face as if she is disgusted from 
us. She blames 43

The new generation had education in schools which forced the elders to respect 

them (Pamuk 1982, 173).This caused differences in many issues. For example, marriage 

was now depended on the couple  own choice (Pamuk 1982, 175).Their preferences 

was also taken into consideration such as moving to a separate house and these caused a 

change in the family structure. 

42Orhan Pamuk, Cevdet Bey ve O ullar ,p. 503. 

43Orhan Pamuk, Cevdet Bey ve O ullar ,p. 519. 

i.
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4.5.2.8. Meanings and Beliefs 

ecause it 

represented the Western lifestyle. He dreamt of owning a modern family so living in a 

western neighbourhood is the first step to be taken. 

Apartment was the symbol of comfort and western life. 

The struggles of living in a mansion were frequently mentioned in the 

who complained how hard it was to warm 

mentions about the comfort of the new apartments with radiators, 

claims that she will never be able to get used to the thing called apartment (Pamuk 

1982, 307). 

the modern lifestyle. Members of the bourgeoisie  like Cevdet Bey wanted to be a part 

of this world. 

With the effect of westernisation some meanings were attributed to spaces such 

as the alaturca toilets being pre-modern.  

Apartment was the symbol of comfort and western life. The struggles of living 

in a mansion were frequently mentioned. 

4.5.2.9. Habits of the Society 

The stillness of Istanbul (historic peninsula) had started to disturb people. 

Nothing had changed in this zone for hundreds of years but now the people were in a 

rush for change (Pamuk 1982, 35). 

Especially, the youth were complaining about this slow motion. They quickly 

adopted the conditions of the new era and were ready to answer its requirements. Their 

expectations from life changed which affected many fields. They started to believe that 

marriage was a barrier avoiding people from reaching their targets. Women started to 
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learn how to gain their rights. For example, 

up from the places she went (Pamuk 1982, 143). 

Those who had been in Europe and saw the huge factories and stations started to 

look down on their own country (Pamuk 1982, 34).They were usually complaining for 

not finding the goods they want in Istanbul even though they had the money to own it 

(Pamuk 1982, 142). 

It was sure that many traditions had changed but its reflections in daily life were 

quite complicated. Harem-selam practice was abandoned, men and women shared the 

same room but they continued sitting in their own corners. They were sharing the same 

space 

this attitude was out-of-date but none of them had the courage to break the ongoing state 

(Pamuk 1982, 189). 

Sait Bey: "We are adapting things to time but we are not aware of it." "As I said, why 
 this a saloon? Once 

 I a simple and talkative merchant? No, 
no, now let me tell you. I was once a son of a Do you know what I mean? My 
father used to say that  take much notice because they are always the 
result of small and endless compromises..... As if he knew that I will be a merchant and 
sell the 
Republican simple soldier. 44

4.5.2.1. Legal Regulations 

 No remarkable information has been determined about the legal regulations. 

44Orhan Pamuk, Cevdet Bey ve O ullar ,p. 224. 
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4.5.3. General Outlook to the Novel 

The author Orhan Pamuk and his family had a similar life to the characters 

mentioned in the novel. Ahmet, the grandchild of Cevdet Bey, represented the author. 

Orhan Pamuk's family, who owned the Pamuk Apartment in Te vikiye, was an 

Anatolian merchant family. The family apartments of those days where specialised by 

being owned by one person according to the laws of that period. Most of these 

apartments were carefully built to the architects of the period, and family members lived 

together in different floors. With proclaim of the law of property ownership, the family 

apartments were demolished and rebuilt by the contractors in order to gain more 

income. These were apartments built quickly for profit.  

A real life example corresponding to the mansion mentioned in the novel is the 

Mansion which  It is a wooden 

building which rises upon a masonry basement floor with two normal storeys and a 

cihannuma floor. It is now named as V K  and used as a school for 

autistics.

Figure 4.66.  )
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Figure 4.67.  . (Source : )

Figure 4.68.  (Source : )
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Figure 4.69.  . (Source : )

Figure 4.70.  )
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A real life example corresponding to the apartment mentioned in the novel is 

the Pamuk apartment which is . This is the family apartment which 

Orhan Pamuk and his family lived for a long time. 

The plans of Pamuk 

apartment could not be obtained during this study but the definitions in the book 

Istanbul: Hat ralar ve ehir(2003)  ( Istanbul: Memories and the City), written as a 

memoir, gives many clues about this apartment, as follows: 

My mother, father, brother, grandmother, uncles, aunts, sister-in-laws we were all living 
on various levels of a five-story apartment building. One year before I was born, my 
family used to live in the big stone mansion altogether in each room like a big Ottoman 

in 1951, was abandoned and rented to a private primary school. We used to live in the 
s it 

was a fashion in those days.45

Because there was a constant flow between the floors, as in the parts of a large family 

mansion, the apartment doors of Pamuk Apartment was open most of the time.46

Figure 4.71.  Pamuk Apartment (Source : Milliyet.com) 

45Orhan Pamuk, Istanbul:Hat ralar ve ehir, p. 8

46Orhan Pamuk, Istanbul:Hat ralar ve ehir, p. 9.

olurdu.
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       CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

5.1. Concluding Remarks 

Analysing the housing histories which are written with various perspectives and 

underlining the aspects chiefly mentioned makes it obvious that the social relations 

related to the house design have been usually dismissed. However, the daily life of the 

household and their relations among each other or the relations between the household 

and the outside world have an important effect on house design. For example, the 

transformation from extended family into nuclear family is one of the basic milestones 

for domestic architecture. Without analysing the socio-cultural structures of the society 

it is impossible to understand the transformation in domestic architecture. 

Opposite to the written housing histories, the novels included the social aspects 

related to the house design. These social aspects were frequently mentioned in the 

analysed novels while the aspects such as legal regulations, material and building 

technologies were less involved.  

When the primarily mentioned aspects in the housing history and the novels are 

listed in a table for comparison, it is observed that these two sources can explain the 

whole factors which create and form the house if they are considered together (Table 

5.1. and Table 5.2.) 

Although novels include fiction, there are some shared emphasizes and thoughts 

in many of the novels portraying the same period, such as the widespread belief that 

Turkish women have had a unique historical experience especially after the Second 

Constitutionalism and proclaim of the Republic Regime. These are the transitional 

periods for the situation of women within the society. Attendance to education, 

participation in the labour force and economic independence have enhanced the status 

of women. These changes have a strict link with the family structure which is also 

related to the house design. 
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It should be noted that some information gained from the novels may be 

sometimes misleading because the aim of the author is not to give correct architectural 

data to the reader, for example in the book Aylaklar the author introduces a contractor 

planning to build an apartment in order to sell each floor one by one but this was not 

possible because the law of property ownership 

The novels written by an author who witnessed a certain period which they lived 

in may be more valid. For example, wrote about a period she 

 Melih 

Cevdet Anday and Orhan Pamuk partially witnessed the period they depicted. Pamuk

life was matched with the character named Ahmet in his book Cevdet Bey ve O ullar ” 

who was the grandchild of Cevdet Bey. 

Examined novels are based on the contrast between the mansion and the 

apartments. These typologies represent the new and traditional old lifestyles. The daily 

life of each house typology differs and these differences are usually emphasized 

throughout the story. The debate between the old and new generation is a tool for 

representing these two lifestyles. Individualisation is another stress of these novels 

which is seen in the new generation. Gaining rights and freedom is regarded as an 

essential matter for the youth while the old generation faces difficulties to adopt these 

new desires. 

Some general conclusions have been drawn after the analyses of the novels. We 

may say that there were aesthetic and social concerns in the traditional era, but with the 

capitalist system to produce quicker and easier became crucial in order to reduce the 

cost. The result of this approach was inevitably ordinary, inaesthetic products and 

degenerated architecture. Every neighbourhood used to involve different lifestyles but 

today everything looks similar and the differences fade away as a result of the 

immigration from rural to the urban area. When the housing tradition is examined we 

can see that the modern structures caused the individuals to turn to their inner world and 

decreased their relationship with others. Traditional neighbourhoods also used to give a 

strong feeling of belonging to a certain place. The change in the habit of using furniture 

is an important tool to trace the transformation in a society. Clues about why the internal 

equipment has changed and how this change affected the house planning can be traced 
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from the novels. The effects of Westernization upon household activities such as eating, 

sitting and sleeping have been revealed in the novels. 

To consider all these aspects together will expand our space perception and will 

let us a chance to add daily life and socio-cultural perspectives to the domestic 

architectural studies. 

5.2. Comments for Future Research 

A similar study may be done to understand the period after the 1950s for the 

foundation of the squatter s house which is a problem Turkey faced especially in that 

period, which also has reflections in the novels. Squatter s house may be a result of 

economic conditions but its impacts upon human relations and the society are deeply 

analysed in modern Turkish Literature for example the book Berci Kristin Çöp 

Masallar  (1984) (Berci Kristin Tales of Garbage ) written by Latife Tekin mentions 

about the stories of varies characters who live in a slum neighbourhood. The starting 

point of the novel is the establishment of the neighbourhood and continues defining the 

problems of the residents (Tekin 1984). Tehlikeli 

Oyunlar (1973)  (Dangerous Games) 

journey of Hikmet Benol who abandons the place he lives and moves into a slum (Atay 

1973).

Novels are helpful sources in understanding the situation of the women within 

the society so it could be used in gender studies. Especially the novels which represent 

the period after the Second Constitutionalism give information about the condition of 

women. The Analysis of the novels may also be useful in other disciplines such as 

sociology and psychology, because novels frequently mention about the interrelation 

between human and society as well as its effects on human psychology. 

While examining fifty eight novels it has been noticed that some novels such as 

Karnaval(1881)  (carnival) written by Ahmet Mithat Efendi  especially involves the 

public spaces of certain cities so not only the feature of domestic architecture but also 

the public spaces may be analysed through novels. 
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It should be noted that novels are a production of an author so it involves 

subjective and fictional data. For example, the past is sometimes written in a romantic 

approach  as every period 

involves negative and positive features simultaneously. This should always be taken 

into consideration and using more than one source will help confirming the collected 

data. A general outlook can be achieved after analysing different viewpoints. 

Understanding the spaces in the past may give some clues for recent studies 

because even if the technology constantly changes the approach of creating spaces is 

more or less the same. For example, writing a history about electrical engineering 

first . However 

-66). There are many lessons that can be learned from the traditional 

houses which are mostly built by local users. The users were involved throughout the 

construction period while recent mass houses and apartment blocks are built 

numerously usually ignoring the  and cultural values.  

Novels include many architectural components to equip architects far more than 

being mere technical personnel. Architecture specialises with the feature of involving 

arts inside it. Literary works also broaden the perception of the designer as creating 

efficient space is a form of art. These works may supply creativity, consciousness and 

vision to the architect. The architects without any spiritual depth and cultural 

background may not produce valuable works. It is obvious that an architect or a city 

planner may gain consciousness by reading books such as Be  ehir (Five City) written 

and Akarsu 2016). In short, the roots of the recent 

problems lay underneath the past and hence history may help us to reveal and 

understand the problems 

Other literary sources besides novels may also give information about the socio-

cultural features of a certain period. Especially the memoirs, diaries, newspapers and 

magazines may give some solid data for understanding the period. 

Analysing literature in order to understand architecture is far beyond a romantic 

attitude. Recent developments have changed the paradigm of architectural education. 

Revising the existing methods may be required. It can be helpful to use literature in 

architectural history education but how to do is a matter of discussion in details which is 
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beyond our concern. Developing the creativity of the students can only be possible with 

2007)
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